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1and one

Summary

This report (the 1986 "Brown Book")
describes the development of the oil and
gas resources of the United Kingdom
during 1985. Significant events in the early
months of 1986 are also included. It gives
information about the economic, industrial
and environmental aspects of oil and gas
production.

1985 was another successful year with
notable advances and achievements in a
number of areas:

Exploration
There was significant activity and success
during the year. A total of 1 57 offshore
exploration and appraisal wells was started
compared with 182 in 1984, the highest
year, and 116 in 1975. This led to 25
discoveries of oil, gas and condensate.
Forty three exploration and appraisal wells
were drilled onshore, with six new
discoveries.

Development
Nineteen oil and gas projects comprising
10 fields and nine additions to existing
fields were approved in 1985. In the first
two months of 1986 a further five fields
were approved. At the end of 1985 six
offshore oil fields, five offshore gas fields,
and one onshore gas field were under
development. Work was also in progress
on additions to six existing oil fields and
two existing gas fields, together with
conversion of the Rough gas field to an
off-peak storage facility. At the time of
going to print 10 proposed oil/gas projects
were being discussed with the Department

4 -  4  . m

Reserves
After taking account of cumulative oil
production to the end of 1985 825
million tonnes — the remaining recoverable
reserves in present and future discoveries
are now estimated to be in the range
1050-^120 million tonnes. After deducting
cumulative gas production to the end of
1985 of 536 billion cubic metres (bcm).
remaining gas reserves are estimated at
868-2850 bcm.

Licensing
As announced in February 1985, the
Secretary of State awarded offshore
icences for the 13 blocks for which

successful cash tender bids were made
under the Ninth Round of offshore
icensing. Awards for 80 blocks under the

normal discretionary arrangements were
announced on 23 May 1985, bringing the
total number of blocks licensed in the

\' . s* - - Y ’

• . * ' . A -..

Round to 93. This total exceeded the
original target of 80 blocks and confirmed
the notable success of the Round.
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Onshore the Secretary of State awarded • « .

one Exploration Licence (XL) under the
Petroleum (Production) Regulations 1982
and 20 new style Exploration Licences \

(EXLs) under the Petroleum (Production)
(Landward Areas) Regulations 1984 under
the first Onshore Round of Licensing.
Further awards under this Round were
made in the Spring of 1986.

Oil and gas production
At the end of 1985 there were 30 offshore
and five onshore oil fields in production.
Total oil production in 1985 was 127.5
million tonnes (including Natural Gas
Liquids (N GLs)) compared with 125.9
million tonnes in 1984.



At the end of 1985 there were 12 offshore Gas Levy Act 1981 on gas exempt from
gas fields in production, including the PRT accrue outside the UKCS fiscal regime
Rough gas storage project, and the onshore
gas field, Hatfield, started production in Investment
January 1986. Gas production in 1985
totalled 43 billion cubic metres (bcm)

Gross capital investment in the oil and gas

compared with 38.5 bcm in 1984.
exploration and production industry as a
whole was estimated to be £2.8 billion in

Gas Flaring 1985, representing about one fifth of total
UK industrial investment.

The rate of gas flared on the United
Kingdom Continental Shelf (UKCS)
continued to fall, from an average of 18 UKCS fiscal regime
million cubic metres (mmcm) a day in 1979 There were no major changes in oil taxation
to about 6.6 mmcm a day in 1985. Over in 1985, the aim being to preserve stability
the same period oil production has in the tax regime applying to the oi
increased by over 63 per cent. industry. Included in the changes

announced in 1985 were the decisions to
Economic benefits withdraw immediate Petroleum Revenue
Revenue from the sale of oil produced from Tax (PRT) relief from onshore exploration
the UKCS was £19.7 billion in 1985, and appraisal expenditure and to remove
compared with £20.6 billion in 1984. potential PRT anomalies related to
Revenue from the sale of gas was £1.7 extended production tests carried out
billion, compared with £1.3 billion in 1984. before development.
Government income from taxes and
royalties in the financial year 1985/86 Offshore supplies
amounted to about £11.5 billion compared In 1985, the total value of orders reported
with £12 billion in 1984/85. The figures do by operators for oil and gas development
not take account of the full economic work on the UKCS was £3.42 billion. The
contribution of gas to the economy given
that major items such as the levy under the

UK share, at 80 per cent, was worth £2.72 
billion.
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Part 1: Exploration

Exploration drilling and condensate , s h o w in g  co n tin u ed
success in the m ature  areas o f th e  N orth

(a ) O ffshore
In 1 9 8 5  9 3  exp loration  and 6 4  appraisa

Sea. D eta ils  of all s ign ifican t U K C S

w ells  w ere  started, a to ta l of 1 5 7  w ells .
discoveries to  th e  end o f 1 9 8 5  are g iven  in

A lth o u g h  a little lo w er than  th e  record of
A p p e n d ix  3.

1 8 2  w ells  started in 1 9 8 4 , th e  pace of
exploration drilling  in 1 9 8 5  still indicates a A fte r 21 years of d rilling  on th e  U K C S ,
high level of interest in th e  U K C S  by th e  oi 1 0 3 6  exp lo ration  w e lls  have been started.
industry. T w e n ty  five  discoveries w ere From these w e lls  2 2 8  s ign ifican t
announced  in 1 9 8 5  —  11 oil, 4  oil and gas. discoveries (see d e fin itio n  in A p p e n d ix  3 )
6 gas, 2 oil, gas and condensate  and 2 gas have been m ade (see T ab le  1 ) g iv ing  an

Table 1: Drilling activity and success ratios

G eological Area
A
Drilling activity and success ratios in 1 9 8 5

B
Success ratios 1 9 6 4 -1 9 8 5

Appraisal Exploration S ign ificant Success Exploration S ig n ifican t Success
w ells w ells Discoveries* Ratios w ells D iscoveries* Ratios

East Shetland
Basin 13 17 6 2 .8 2 3 4 8 5 2 .8

East Shetland
Platform 0 0 0 2 8 0

M oray Firth
Basin 18 18 6 3 181 3 2 5 .7

Central North
Sea Basin 8 28 8 3 .5 231 5 5 4 .2

Forth Approaches 0 2 0 10 0
M id  North Sea

High 0 1 0 14 0 —

Southern Basin 2 4 16 5 3 .2 2 2 6 51 4 .4
English Channel

Basin 0 0 0 9 1 9
South W est

Approaches 0 0 0 14 0
Cardigan Bay

Basin 0 0 0 — 11 0
Irish Sea Basin 0 1 0 16 2 8
Rockall Basin 0 0 0 1 . 1 0
W est of Shetlands 

Basin
•

1 8 0 55 2 2 7 .5
North of 62° N 0 2 0 — 6 0

Totals 6 4 93 2 5 3 .7 1 0 3 6 2 2 8 4 .5

*As listed in A ppendix 3.
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overall success ratio of one discovery for aw ards, m ade under the normal
every 4 .5  w ells  drilled. This overall statistic, d iscretionary arrangem ents, brought the  
w hils t rem arkable, is not m eaningfu l in
geological terms.

The success ratios in the individual, m ajor 
basins have been m aintained (see part B of 
Table 1 ) w ith  the highest rates of discovery  
still associated w ith  the East Shetland  
Basin, the Central North Sea and Southern  
Basins.

total num ber of blocks licensed in the  
R ound to  93 . A w ards for the 13  blocks for 
w h ich  successful cash tender bids w ere  
m ade w ere  announced in February 1 9 8 5  
(as reported in the 1 9 8 5  ed itio n ) raising 
£ 1 2 1 .3  m illion.

Results for individual basins in 1 9 8 5  alone  
(part A, Table 1 ) , in com parison w ith  the  
overall (part B) ratios, display equivalence  
in the East Shetland Basin, w ith , 
interestingly, a marked change for the

The discretionary aw ards w ere  spread 
th ro u g ho u t all the areas in w h ich  blocks 
w ere offered. Th irty  seven w ere  in frontier 
areas, the opening up of w h ich  w as a prime 
objective of the Round. There w ere  9 
(d o u b le ) blocks in the Rockall Trough and  
3 (d o u b le ) blocks in the Faeroes Trough, in 
w aters deeper than ever previously licensed

better in the M oray  Firth, Central North Sea (up  to  1 0 0 0  m etres); 8  in the Celtic Sea;
11 in the Central North Sea (Q uadrants 28and Southern Basins.

The overall success ratio of 1 in 3 .7  for all 
1 9 8 5  drilling indicates the sustained  
success of exploration in the UKCS.

and 2 9 )  and 6 in the South  Southern North  
Sea.

The other blocks were;

(b ) Onshore
A  record level of exploration drilling w as  
reached in 1 9 8 5 . Thirty six exploration and  
seven appraisal w ells  w ere  started. M o st of 
the activity w as concentrated in the East 
M idlands and in Southern England, but 
interest w as also show n in other areas.

Six new  discoveries w ere  made; one in Fife 
w hich  w as drilled in 1 9 8 4  but not tested  
until last year, four in the East M id lands  
and one in Yorkshire w hich  is currently  
being appraised. (A ppendix  4  gives details  
of recently announced discoveries.)

A ppendix 2 contains details of exploration  
and appraisal drilling activity in the years 
1 9 7 6  to  1 9 8 5  by geographical area 
offshore, and onshore, and the num ber of 
new  w ells  started in each of those areas 
during each year.

21 m ature gas —  5 in the Irish Sea and 16  
in the Southern North Sea.

10  m ature oil 
Sea, and

all in the Northern North

12 interm ediate —  3 (inc lud ing  one double  
block) in the Channel and 9 W est of the  
Shetlands.

Details of each of the nine rounds are set 
out in A ppendix 1.

(b ) Onshore
In M arch 1 9 8 5  the Secretary of State  
aw arded the last Exploration Licence (X L ) 
to  be issued under the Petroleum  
(P roduction ) Regulations 1 98 2 . The licence 
was aw arded to  enable the North W est 
W ater A uthority  to search for the source of 
gas w h ich  caused the fatal disaster at 
Abbeystead in 1984 .

Licensing

(a ) Offshore
The N inth  Round w as successfully 
com pleted w ith  the announcem ent on 23  
M ay 1 9 8 5  of aw ards for 8 0  blocks. These

The first onshore round under the  
Petroleum  (P roduction ) (Landw ard  Areas) 
Regulations 1 9 8 4  w as announced on 25  
June 1 98 5 . By the closing date on 25  
Septem ber the Departm ent had received 
1 9 3  Applications from 1 1 7  com panies for

’ • r . '
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‘^oi'ght the 4 4 6  blocks. On 1 2  D ecem ber th e  aw ard A t th e  end of 1 9 8 5  som e 5 2 ,9 6 7  sq kms

in the
w as announced  of an in itial tranche of 2 0 w ere  under licence. A b o u t 2 8 ,1 3 0  sq kms

— Mt ing

13 blocks for
inor k;j.

Exploration Licences (E X L s) fo r acreage w ere  covered by Exploration Licences

'’ Jer bids were
previously covered by old style XLs. (X L s ), 2 1 ,0 0 0  sq kms by P roduction

February 1985
Licences (P L s ), and 3 ,4 2 3  sq kms by 2 0

® ^"'on) raising
The n e w  onshore Licensing arrangem ents Exploration Licences (E X L s ). T h e  rem ainder
provide for three types of Licences, w as covered by 1 4  m in ing  licences.
designed for th e  id en tifiab le  stages of

spread
exp loration , appraisal and d eve lopm ent.

1 which blocks
These w ere  fu lly  described in th e  1 9 8 4

in frontier
report.

^h ich  was a prime
here were 9

ckall Trough and
■aeroes Trough, in
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Part 2: Reserves

As in previous years, the recoverable The allocations are liable to change in
reserves on the UKCS are considered under either direction as a result of further
two main headings; discovered in Section evaluations.
2.1 and undiscovered in Section 2.2. This
separate consideration is intended to reflect Undiscovered reserves are quite another 
the different quality of the information
available in respect of each section. The
information about discovered reserves
allows good estimates to be made on a
field-by-field basis. The estimates of
undiscovered reserves, however, have been

matter and have even greater uncertainties 
attached to them. Under their Licence 
obligations Exploration and Production 
Licensees supply copies of all data acquired 
to the Secretary of State. Thus the 
Department, having access to all UKCS

obtained through a statistical assessment of geological and geophysical data, is in a 
the likely number and size of future 
discoveries.

Although the distinction between 
discovered and undiscovered reserves is 
clear it is important to realise that although 
hydrocarbons may be 'discovered' by 
drilling, under certain conditions and at an 
early stage it may be difficult to establish 
what reserves, if any, are recoverable 
according to the current definitions of 
proven, probable and possible. It may be, 
therefore, that in specific cases newly 
discovered reserves do not meet even the 
minimum requirement of the 'possible' 
discovered reserves definition and hence 
are not included in this section. Only after 
appraisal wells have been drilled and the 
reservoir evaluated is there some certainty 
about the reserves. At that stage, 
depending upon the probability of 
development, proportions of the reserves 
may be placed in the 'proven', 'probable' 
and 'possible' categories.

Allocation to these categories requires 
experience and judgement of what is 
economically and technically recoverable 
bearing in mind the physical and financial 
constraints applicable to future 
development of the discovered reserves.

unique position to assess it.

Such assessments are used for a variety of 
purposes e.g. selection of blocks for 
Licensing Rounds, background for work 
programme discussions with potential 
Licensees; delimitation of fields and 
development areas, etc.

As noted in the 1984 and 1985 Brown 
Books, and again in this Book, detailed 
assessments have been and are being made 
of undiscovered reserves using the 
methodology described. These assessments 
enable the Department to make each year a 
'best guess' of the ranges of UKCS 
potential.

Discovered recoverable reserves
(a) Oil
Estimates of initially recoverable reserves in 
present discoveries are set out in Table 2, 
together with the equivalent figures in 
brackets from last year's report for 
comparison. The estimates are calculated by 
adding the reserves of individual fields in 
each category and then rounding the total 
to the nearest 10 million tonnes (compared 
with 25 million tonnes in previous Brown

( 3)
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recoverable reserves on the UKCS. As in 
1984 these successes have been mainly 
concentrated in the Central North Sea.

Books). This change was felt necessary in 
view of the increasing number of smaller 
fields now coming forward for 
development.

Table 2 shows that the successes resulting
from a very high level of exploration and 
appraisal drilling have increased the initially (i) favourable production history in some

There has been an increase of 80 million 
tonnes in proven initially recoverable 
reserves. This results from:—

quite another 
ter uncertainties 
leif Licence 
I Production 
all data acquired 

hus the 
to all UKCS 
data. IS in a

Ids and

Table 2: ESTIMATES OF RECOVERABLE OIL RESERVES IN PRESENT DISCOVERIES ON THE 
UKCŜ '̂̂  AS AT 31 DECEMBER 1985 (EQUIVALENT FIGURES FOR 1984 ARE IN
BRA CKETS). _______________ _

Million
tonnes^ ’̂

Category Proven* Probable* Proven
plus
Probable

Possible* Maximum*^’
Possible

Initially Recoverable 
Reserves

Fields in production or 1540 (1450) 250 (225) 1790 (1675) 250 (250) 2040 (1925)
under development

2 Other significant finds 
not yet fully appraised

Total initial reserves in 
present discoveries

230 (275) 270 (325) 400 (400) 670 (725)

1580 (1500) 480 (500) 2060 (2000) 650 (650) 2710 (2650)

Remaining Recoverable 
Reserves
Cumulative production to 
the end of 1985

Total remaining reserves 
In present discoveries

825 (698)

750 (800) 480 (500) 1230 (1300) 650 (650) 1880 (1950)

‘The terms 'proven', 'probable' and 'possible' are applied on a field by field basis and are given the 
internationally accepted meanings in this context:

(i) Proven

(ii) Probable

(ili) Possible

those reserves which on the available evidence are virtually certain to be 
technically and economically producible (ie. those reserves which have a better 
than 90 per cent chance of being produced).

those reserves which are not yet 'proven' but which are estimated to have better than 
a 50 per cent chance of being technically and economically producible.

those reserves which at present cannot be regarded as 'probable' but are estimated 
to have a significant but less than 50 per cent chance of being technically and 
economically producible.

Includes onshore and offshore discoveries.
Figures are rounded to the nearest 10 million tonnes (25 million tonnes for 1984 figures), 
figures include gas liquids and liquefied products.
Maximum possible —  the sum of the proven, probable and possible reserves.
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mature producing fields which has led to within the range 75Q-1880 million tonnes.
increases in the estimates of ultimate
recovery, and Gas
(ii) upgrading from probable to proven Gas reserves are defined as the quantities

reserves now coming forward for of gas available for consumption obtainable
development. from the sources listed in Table 3. Gas

which has been, or is expected to be, flared
The fall of 20 million tonnes in probable or used offshore is not included. Liquids
initially recoverable reserves reflects the and liquefied products obtained from gas
upgrading referred to in (ii) above, offset to fields, condensate fields and from the
some extent by reserves categorised last associated gas in oil fields are included in
year as possible being upgraded to the estimate of oil reserves in Table 2.
probable as a result of further appraisal.

Possible reserves remain essentially
Exploration and appraisal activity continued
at a high level during 1985. Further

unchanged, transfers to proven and installation and development work was also
probable being offset by additions from carried out on some of the larger producing
new discoveries. gas fields in the Southern Basin.

There has been an underlying transfer of Exploration identified an encouraging
reserves from Category A2 to A1 now that number of new gas discoveries in the
Tern, Eider, Scapa, Highlander and
Ivanhoe/Rob Roy have been given

Southern Basin and a number of new gas 
condensate structures in the

development approval. Central/Northern North Sea.

As a result of these changes the estimate of The Thames, Yare and Bure fields in the
the proven plus probable initially Southern Basin were approved for
recoverable reserves in present discoveries development and this has resulted in a
has been increased from 2000 to 2060 transfer from Category A1 (b) (i) to
million tonnes. As there has been no A1 (a) (i). Additionally, as a result of
change in the possible reserves the reassessment of certain geologically
maximum possible has increased by the complex low permeability gas areas in the
same amount from 2650 to 2710 million Southern Basin, there has been a
tonnes. downgrading of some reserves which it is

After deducting cumulative production to
now believed will be technologically more 
difficult to extract.

date of 825 million tonnes the remaining
proven plus probable reserves stand at 
1230 million tonnes.

Reassessment of data in conjunction with
the companies, together with results from

n order to derive a range for the initially
additional drilling during the year, have led
to a reduction in the proven plus probable

recoverable reserves in present discoveries reserves of gas from condensate fields
the lower end has been taken to be the under appraisal —  Category A2 (b). Also,
proven reserves and the upper end the sum one significant field previously classified as
of the proven plus probable plus possible gas condensate has now been transferred
reserves giving a range of 1580-2710 from Category A2 (b) to Category A3(b)
million tonnes. This compares with an associated gas.
equivalent range of 1500-2650 million
tonnes from the estimates given in last
year's report. After allowing for cumulative
production to date of 825 million tonnes
the remaining recoverable reserves in

Other changes from 1985 are of a lesser 
order but further developments on Leman 
and Indefatigable were approved during 
1985 and this has led to a further increase

present discoveries are estimated to be in the proven and probable reserves of dry
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Table 3: EST/MATES OF RECOVERABLE GAS RESERVES IN PRESENT DISCOVERIES ON THE UKCS '̂  ̂AS AT 31 DECEMBER
1985, IN BILLION CUBIC METRES. FIGURES IN BRACKETS ARE TRILLION CUBIC FEET. (ANY 
DISCREPANCIES IN TOTALS ARE DUE TO ROUNDING.)

Category Proven’ Probable* Proven plus 
Probable

Possible Maximum^^’
Possible

A Initially Recoverable Reserves
1 Gas from dry gas fields

(a) Fields in production or under development
(i) Southern Basin
(ii) Other areas’̂ ’

Sub total

756 (26.7) 
162 (5.7)

918 (32.4)

(b) Other significant discoveries not yet fully 
appraised
(i) Southern Basin
(ii) Other areas

Sub total 

Total dry gas

2 Gas from condensate fields*^^
(a) Fields in production or under development
(b) Other significant discoveries not yet fully 

appraised

Total gas from condensate fields

3 Associated gas from oil fields*^*
(a) Fields in production or under development

(i) Currently delivering to shore
(ii) Expected to be connected

Sub total

(3.5)

99 (3.5) 

1017 (35.9)

40 (1.4)

(-)

40 (1.4)

107 (3.8) 
20 (0.7)

127 (4.5)

(b) Other significant discoveries not yet fully 
appraised

Total associated gas

(-)

127 (4.5)

Total initial reserves in present 
discoveries

1184 (41.8)

34 (1.2)
65 (2.3)

99 (3.5)

221 (7.8)
(-)

221 (7.8)

320 i(11.3)

8 (0.3)

212 (7.5)

220 (7.8)

6 (0.2)
14 (0.5)

20 (0.7)

34 (1.2)

54 (1.9)

594 (21.0)

790 (27.9) 
227 (8.0)

26 (0.9) 
31 (1.1)

816 (28.8) 
258 (9.1)

1017 (35.9) 57 (2.0) 1074 (37.9)

320 (11.3) 
-  (-)

241 (8.5) 
62 (2.2)

561 (19.8) 
62 (2.2)

320 (11.3) 303 (10.7) 623 (22.0)

1337 (47.2) 360 (12.7) 1697 (59.9)

48 (1.7) 14 (0.5) 62 (2.2)

212 (7.5) 323 (11.4) 535 (18.9)

260 (9.2) 337 (11.9) 597 (21.1)

113
34

(4.0)
(1.2)

3 (0.1) 
11 (0.4)

116 (4.1) 
45 (1.6)

147 (5.2) 14 (0.5) 161 (5.7)

34 (1.2) 62 (2.2) 96 (3.4)

181 (6.4) 76 (2.7) 257 (9.1)

1778 (62.8) 773 (27.3) 2551 (90.1)

B Remaining Recoverable Reserves
Cumulative production to end of 1985*"̂ *
1 Dry gas

(a) Southern Basin
(b) Other areas

2 Associated gas from oil fields

Total cumulative production to end 1985‘®*

Total remaining reserves in present 
discoveries

469 (16.6) 
46 (1.6)

(0.7)

536 (18.9) 

648 (22.9) 594 (21.0) 1242 (43.9) 773 (27.3) 2015 (71.2)

Notes
The terms proven, probable and possible have the meanings defined in Table 2.
Includes onshore and offshore discoveries.
UK Frigg and Morecambe.
All in Northern Sectors of the North Sea (North of 56° N).
Excludes flared gas and gas used on platforms.
Maximum possible —  the sum of the proven, probable and possible reserves.
More detailed information is now available in Appendix 7 compared with last year. Cumulative production is taken at the 
net production level. 1985 production is, therefore, 40 bcm (1.4 tcf).
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gas in fields in production or under Undiscovered recoverable
development —  Category A1 (a) (i). reserves

The net effect of these changes is a small
It needs to be re-emphasised each year that

reduction in the proven plus probable
the uncertainties in forecasting reserves

initially recoverable gas reserves in present
which have yet to be found are inherently

•â

discoveries to 1778 bcm (62.8tcf),
much greater than those present when

compared w ith last year's estimate of
calculating reserves which have been

1829 bcm (64.6 tcf). However, the
discovered.

maximum possible reserves, ie proven plus
probable plus possible have increased to

Table 4 shows the 1986 estimates for
asses

2551 bcm (90.1 tcf) from last year's
undiscovered recoverable reserves by

estimate of 2472 bcm (87.3 tcf). This is
geological areas. accuf

largely due to an increase of 130 bcm
(4 .6 tcf) in the possible category, arising

Six areas (a-f) are considered, three of
these:

cut-0

from appraisal of the encouraging number
of new discoveries made in recent years.

Northern and Central North Sea,

Further new discoveries have been made
Southern Basin and Irish Sea, and

during the year and w ill be appraised in the
East Midlands and South East

years ahead.
England (onshore sedimentary basins
included for the first time)

have been assessed in detail using the
The maximum possible discovered reserves, same methodology as for the 1984 and
which have shown an increase for the 1985 Brown Books.
fourth successive year, and the small
reduction in the estimate of proven plus This method involves a statistical treatment
probable reserves should be viewed in this of the identified geological structures in
context. Recent work has also enabled the these areas, but takes no account of
Department to increase its estimates of reserves which may occur in stratigraphic
undiscovered gas reserves, largely due to plays or in potential traps beyond the level
new interpretations in the Southern Basin of seismic resolution and penetration. This
and the Irish Sea, as covered in detail in
section 2.2.

detailed work is a continuing process and 
w ill lead to revisions of estimates in the
future.

After deducting cumulative production to
date of 536bcm (18.9tcf), the remaining The remaining three areas:
proven plus probable reserves are 1242 (b) West of Shetland,
bcm (43.9tcf). (c) West of Scotland, and

mairv

nece:

Remainder of the UKCS (including
land basins other than area (e))

n order to derive a range for the initially have not yet been subjected to this rigorous
recoverable gas reserves in present treatment.
discoveries, the lower end has been taken
to be the proven reserves and the upper Whilst no changes have been made in the
end as the sum of the proven plus probable
plus possible reserves, ie maximum

methodology used, account has been taken 
of information from wells and of the new

possible, giving a range of 1184-2551 bcm
(41.8-90.1 tcf). This compares w ith an

interpretations, incorporating new seismic 
data where detailed studies have not been

equivalent range of 1229-2472 bcm undertaken before, or where they have
(43.4-87.3tcf) in last year's report. As previously been made w ithout benefit of
referred to above, the upper end of the this up-to-date information.
range, ie the maximum possible, shows an
increase for the fourth year in succession. Reserves from those structures evaluated

««
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last year which proved to contain oil and/or remainder of the UKCS may subsequently
gas may eventually be included in the 
discovered reserves category. Some of 
these reserves, but not all, have merited 
inclusion this year.

modify the figures in area (f).

The numbers for West of Scotland 
(area (c)) remain unchanged.

As before, prospect cut-off points have 
been applied to the computations.
However, it was decided that a value of 15 
million barrels should be used in this year's 
assessment for oil, rather than 25 million 
barrels, reflecting a general trend towards 
producing progressively smaller 
accumulations in mature areas, such as the 
Northern and Central North Sea. Onshore, a 
cut-off of 0.5 million barrels has been 
employed. The cut-off for gas has been

(2) Gas
The estimated range for undiscovered gas, 
associated gas and condensate has 
changed from 150-475 bcm (5.3-16.7 tcf) 
last year to 220-835 bcm (7.75-29.4tcf).

Dry gas

Southern Basin and Irish Sea (area
(d )):
A completely new seismic interpretation

maintained at the previous level of lOObcf. has been made of the Irish Sea and a re- 
These cut-offs do not imply that finds
below these levels, if made, would 
necessarily be uneconomic.

(1) Oil
The estimated range for undiscovered oil 
has been modified from 330-2825 million 
tonnes last year to 
tonnes.

evaluation has been carried out for the 
Southern Basin using recent data. 
Furthermore, in the Southern Basin, 
mapping has been extended to additional 
areas which are included in the detailed 
assessment for the first time.

million Improved seismic penetration and 
resolution, which have led to an increase in 
the number of identified structures at all 

In the Northern and Central North Sea geological levels (including the
(area (a)), a large number of structures was Carboniferous), coupled with the results of
evaluated last year. This activity, by drilling have led to increased confidence
reducing the number of undrilled structures, about the potential of the area, 
has led to a decrease in the undiscovered
reserve numbers for 1986. This area (a) is, 
of course, mature in terms of exploration

Mapping of deeper reservoir horizons has 
contributed to the doubling at the top end

drilling and the fall irvthe range of potential of the range, as compared with last year.
is inevitable unless unforeseen geological 
plays emerge.

To date, no detailed assessments of the 
West of Shetland (area (b)) have been 
undertaken but drilling results in recent 
years have been disappointing. It seems 
prudent, therefore, to reduce the upper limit 
of last year's range by 25 million tonnes, to 
reflect this lack of success.

For the first time, two landward basins 
East Midlands and South East England 
(area (e)) — have been studied in detail. 
These were included last year under the 
heading of 'Remainder of UKCS'. Further 
studies of individual basins within the

Indeed, the width of the range reflects the 
uncertainty associated with these plays.

The estimated range for undiscovered dry 
gas in the Southern Basin and Irish Sea 
changes from 140-345 bcm (5.0-12.1 tcf) 
last year to 210-740bcm (7.4-26.1 tcf).

Other areas:
Some dry gas probably occurs in areas 
(b), (c), (e) and (f), but it cannot be 
separately assessed meaningfully.

Associated gas and condensate

For the Northern and Central North Sea 
(area (a)), the range of reserves changes
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broad indication of ultimate remaining
potential and should not in any sense be
considered absolute minima or absolute

Estimates of undiscovered reserves must be maxima. The most likely outcome can be
treated with caution as they are expected to be in the lower half of the
considerably less certain than those derived ranges given.
from actual discoveries. They provide only a
Table 4: ESTIMATES OF UNDISCOVERED RECOVERABLE RESERVES ON THE UKCŜ ^̂  

RESERVES IN FUTURE DISCOVERIES BY GEOLOGICAL AREA

Area Range of estimated reserveŝ ^̂
Oil (million tonnes) Gas (bcm/*̂  ̂tcf in brackets)

(a)* Northern anri Central North Sea
(56"N-62°N)̂ »̂̂ ^̂ *̂ » 250- 875 10-95 (0.35- 3.3)

(b) West of Shetland*'̂ ^ 25- 325 not assessed
(c) West of Scotland*̂ ^̂ "̂ * 0- 550 not assessed
(d)* Southern Basin and Irish Sea*®̂ assumed nil 210-740 (7.4^26.1)
(e)* East Midlands and South East

Engtand̂ ®̂ 15- 35 not assessed
(f) Other areas of the UKCS

(including other land) 5- 450 not assessed

TOTALS 295-2235 220-835 (7.75-29.4)

Includes onshore and offshore assessments.
Gas associated with oil.
The bottom end of the range is taken as zero because no oil has been proved to date in this area 
Totals for each offshore area have been rounded to 25 million tonnes or 5 billion cubic metres.

( 6)

(7)

Every offshore prospect included in the detailed survey on which this table is based is estimated 
to contain reserves of at least 2 million tonnes of oil (15 million barrels) or 2.8 bcm of gas (0.1 
tcf).
Onshore, every prospect is estimated to contain reserves of at least 0.5 million barrels of oil.
No account has been taken of projected fuel gas usage or flaring.
Areas where detailed studies have been carried out.

Estimated total potential of the
UKCS

Taking account of cumulative production to 
date of 825 million tonnes of oil and of

If the ranges estimated in Table 4 are added 536 billion cubic metres of gas, total
to the ranges for the discovered oil and gas remaining reserves are estimated to be in
recoverable reserves given in section 2.1,
the following ranges result for initially

the range of 1050-4120 million tonnes of 
oil and 868-2850 billion cubic metres of

recoverable hydrocarbons on the UKCS: gas.
Table 5: UKCS INITIALLY RECOVERABLE 

RESERVES There is a case on statistical grounds for
million tonnes 
1580-2710 (discovered) 

295-2235 (undiscovered)

narrowing the ranges quoted for total
UKCS discovered oil and gas reserves.
However, as in the past, it is still not yet

Total 1875-4945
possible to quantify with any accuracy the
extent to which the ranges should be 
narrowed as reserves estimated for

bcm (tcf)
Gas: 1184 (41.8) -2551

220 (7.75)- 835

individual fields are not entirely
(90.1) (discovered) 
(29.4) (undiscovered)

independent of each other. As in recent
years we have therefore preferred to quote

Total 1404 (49.55)-3386 (119.5) ranges based on low end points of proven
and high end points of proven plus
probable plus possible reserves.
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Part 3: Development

Development programmes Future developments
Proposals for 10 oil and gas projects were

Under the terms of petroleum production being discussed with the Department at the
icences, development work and the time of going to print, and discussions
production of petroleum may be carried out could begin during 1986 on proposals for a
only with the consent of the Secretary of further 15-20 projects.
State, or under a development or
production programme approved by him. In
1985, 19 projects were approved, and are Development drilling
listed in Table 6.

In 1985 a total of 133 oil and gas
development wells were started on the
UKCS. Increased activity in the Southern

Table 6: Projects approved in 1985 North Sea and in Morecambe Bay
Approval Date

Oil
Buchan* January
Humbly Grove (Onshore) January
Tartan* January
Tern February
Claymore* May
Argyll* June
Farleys Wood (Onshore) July
Beatrice* August
Scapa September
Nettleham (Onshore) September
Eider October

Gas
Thames January
Yare January
Bure January
Leman F & G* February
Indefatigable N* August
Hatfield (Onshore) December

Pipelines
Heather — Gas import from

FLAGS Western Leg* July
Buchan-Forties* December

accounted for the rise in the number of
development wells compared with the
previous two years. The proportion of
development wells drilled by mobile rigs
rose again to about 45 per cent. Fixed
platform rig activity showed a similar
increase to the previous year reflecting a
further rise in work on existing wells.
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Onshore, 24 development wells were
started in 1985, the highest number since
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1961. In the East Midlands nine wells were
started on the Welton field, and five on the
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Gainsborough field. The extension of the
Beckingham field into PL. 178 was proven
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by additional drilling. In Southern England
at the Humbly Grove field in Hampshire,

\  .  •«  ,

•n •

eight development wells were drilled and a
ninth was being drilled at the end of the
year.

Appendix 2 contains details of all rig
activity in the years 1 976 to 1985 by
geographical area offshore, and onshore.

* Incremental projects, ie. further development 
within the petroleum revenue tax areas of 
existing fields.

and the number of new development wells
started in each of those areas during each
year.
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Review of fields* under development

(a) Offshore oil and condensate

Field name 
(operator)

Block 
number 
and licence 
number

Licensees Approximate 
company 
interest in block 
(%) at the end 
of 1985

Extension into other UK blocks
Block number 
and licence 
number

Licensees/Company 
interest in block (%) 
at the end of 1985

Date of 
discovery

1 1

Auction

North Total Oil Marine pic 
Elf UK pic 
to  PA

Part Total Oil Marine pic/ 
33 1/3
Elf UK plc/66 2/3 
tOPA/Nil

Oct 1975

Balmoral 16/21 a British Sun Oil Co Ltd 62 16/21b Britoil plc/40
(North Sea P.201 Deminex UK Oil and P.344 Arco British Ltd 35
Sun Oil Co) Gas Ltd 15 Goal Petroleum Ltd/

Clyde Petroleum pic 10 12.5
Hampton North Sea Ltd 5 Carless Exploration
Thomson North Sea Ltd 8 Ltd/12.5
to PA Nil

Clyde 30/17b Britoil pic 51
(Britoil) P,266 Shell UK Ltd 24.5

Aug 1975

Esso Exploration and 
Production UK Ltd 
tOPA

June 1978

Oil 1989
Gas 1989

Cyrus 16/28 BP Petroleum Oct 1976 ;
1 1 1988

(BP) P.092 Development Ltd 100 1 I 
1f 1989

Eider 211/16a Shell UK Ltd 50 May 1976 1989
(Shell) P.296 Esso Exploration and 

Production UK Ltd 50 1990

Tern 210/25a Shell UK Ltd 50 May 1975 1989
(Shell) P.296 Esso Exploration and 

Production UK Ltd 50 1991
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Date of

ĉiscovefy
production

Operator's 
estimate of

Operator's 
estimate of

Operator's
estimated

start up (or actual) 
first year of

recoverable (or actual)
reserves peak

peak
production

originally production
present in the (million tonnes
field (million 
tonnes)^^^

per year)

i w p i c /  Oct 1975 1988 Oil 1989 26.18 4.36
Gas 1989 27 bcm 2.7 bcm

« 2 /3

Aug 1975 1987 1987 1.68

Ltd 35
um Ltd/

xation

1987 1988 20.5

1988 1989 0.45

1989 1990 11.5

1989 1991 23.8

Transport
system

Oil and NGLs
piped to Sullom 
Voe via Ninian
Central. Gas
transported to
St Fergus via 
the Frigg UK 
Association
pipeline system.

Oil and NGLs
transported via 
the Brae-Forties
trunk line to
Cruden Bay.

Oil piped to 
Fulmar for
tanker loading 
offshore. Gas
piped to Fulmar 
and then to St
Fergus via the 
new Fulmar
pipeline.

Oil will be
stored on board 
the SWOPS^2* 
vessel.

Oil piped via 
North Cormorant 
to Sullom Voe.

Oil piped via 
North Cormorant 
to Sullom Voe.

• « J

Remarks

Construction of 2 fixed steel platforms.
one for drilling and accommodation.
the other for production and process.
is progressing. Jacket for former
installed in May 1985. Oil and gas
pipelines laid May and June 1985.

Drilling of all template and satellite 
development wells completed in 
February 1986. Well completions, 
pipeline and flowline tie-ins, and 
installation of purpose built floating 
production facility planned for 1986. 
Development involves 13 producing 
wells and six peripheral water injection 
wells.

Pipelines laid Autumn 1984. Jacket 
installed Summer 1985. Modules
sailed out and installation due 1986.

n V •'•I

•i

The contract to build the SWOPS vessel
placed with Harland and Wolff in 
March 1985. Gas will be utilised for
power generation.

Steel platform in the design phase. 
Construction contracts being placed. 
Gas used for power generation.

Steel platform detailed design almost 
complete. Construction contracts
being placed. Gas used for power
generation.

I ■ ' * .*
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Review  of fields* under developm ent

(b) Offshore gas

Field name Block Licensees 
(operator) number

and licence 
number

Approximate 
company 
interest in block 
(%) at the end 
of 1985

Extension into other UK blocks 
Block number Licensees/Company 
and licence interest in block (%) 
number at the end of 1985

Date of 
discovery

North Sean 49/25a Shell UK Ltd 25 North Sean
and South P.054 Esso Exploration and April 1969
Sean (Shell) Production UK Ltd 25 South Sean

Union Texas Petroleum Jan 1970
Ltd 25
Britoil pic 25

Thames, 49/28 Arco British Ltd 43.33 Thames
Yare and P.037 British Sun Oil Co Ltd 23.33 1973
Bure (Arco) Deminex UK Oil and 10 Yare 1969

Gas Ltd
Superior Oil (UK) Ltd 20 Bure 1983
Canadian Superior Oil
(UK) Ltd 3.33

(c) Onshore gas

Hatfield L46/11 Taylor Woodrow 14.25 1981
(Taywood) PL161 Energy Ltd

RTZ Oil and Gas Ltd 25
Elf (UK) Onshore Ltd 10
James Finlay pic 9.25
Candecca Resources pic 41.25

(1)

( 2 )

The use of the term 'field' here and elsewhere in the report does not imply that all the fields listed are necessarily geologically 
separate accumulations or are regarded as separate fields for tax and royalty purposes.
The reserves figures quoted may not be precisely comparable with each other or with the official figures in this report since 
differences exist in the procedures and assumptions adopted by different companies and by the Department of Energy. 
SWOPS (single well oil production system).
Oil and Pipelines Agency (OPA) is co-licensee through its participation agreement.

pfoduction

Jan 1986
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Part 4: Production and downstream
activities

4.1 Oil production tonnes from minor fields in the East
Midlands and Dorset). Production from the

Three new offsho»'e oil fields came on individual offshore oil fields is given in
stream in 1985, bringing the total number Appendix 6.
in production to 30. In addition, three
onshore oil fields started production. Start
up dates were: Innes (20 January), 4.2 Oil production forecasts
Highlander (21 February) and Scapa (3
September). Start up dates of the onshore Forecasts of petroleum production were
fields were; Humbly Grove (18 January),
Farley's Wood (2 July) and Nettleham (23

given by the Minister of State for Energy in
reply to a Parliamentary Question on 17

September). Total oil production increased March 1986. The reply is reproduced at
from 125.9 million tonnes in 1984 to 127.5 Appendix 14.
million tonnes in 1985. This includes 4.4
million tonnes of heavier natural gases, 0.7
million tonnes of condensate and 0.4 4.3 Oil disposal
million tonnes of onshore crude oil (of
which 0.25 million tonnes were produced Total disposals of UKCS oil in 1985
from the Wytch Farm field and 0.07 million amounted to 127 million tonnes.

Table 7: Oil terminals receiving UKCS crude oil in 1985

Terminal Location Fields
connected

1985 Receipts 
(million tonnes)

1 .

2 .

3.

Sullom Voe Shetland Brent, Thistle, 
Dunlin, Deveron, 
Murchison, North 
Cormorant and 
South Cormorant 
Hutton, North 
West Hutton 
(Brent system) 
Ninian, Magnus and 
Heather (Ninian 
system)

56.5

Flotta Orkneys Piper, Claymore,
Tartan. Highlander, Scapa

15.9

Forties Hound Point Forties, South Brae, 23.4
(landward) (via Cruden Bay) Montrose

Nigg Bay Cromarty Firth Beatrice 2.5

Total 98.3
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reproduced at

in 1985
onnes.

15.9

23.4

44.6million tonnes were delivered to UK Easington and one at Theddlethorpe, which
refineries, constituting 57 per cent of the receive gas from the Southern Basin fields;
total deliveries of oil to UK refineries. The two at St Fergus to serve the Frigg pipeline
26.8 million tonnes of foreign crudes system and FLAGS; and one at Westfield
imported during the year compared with Point near Barrow-in-Furness to serve the
exports of UKCS crudes of 79 million South Morecambe field. Additional work is
tonnes. These exports were almost entirely being undertaken at the Shell/Esso terminal
to the markets of our partners in the at Bacton to receive and process gas to be
European Community and the International produced from the North Sean and South
Energy Agency; the remainder went to Sean fields, and some modifications are
traditional markets in Finland and the being made to the Phillips operated
Caribbean. terminal at Bacton to accommodate gas

from the Thames, Yare and Bure fields. At
Easington the BGC terminal has been

Gas production expanded to deal with the large flow rate of

In 1985 gas produced from the UKCS
gas resulting from the conversion of the
Rough field to a seasonal storage facility.

amounted to 43 billion cubic metres (1.5 Further north, at St Fergus, additional
trillion cubic feet). Production from the processing facilities have been installed
individual fields is set out in Appendix 7. within the FLAGS terminal to handle gas to

Supplies of UKCS gas to BGC were 1.4
be transported through the Fulmar pipeline.

trillion cubic feet in 1985 (some 11 per
cent higher than in 1984) and accounted
for 74 per cent of their total supplies.

Gas flaring

Nineteen eighty five saw the first deliveries
from the South Morecambe, Esmond,

Under the terms of petroleum production

Forbes and Gordon gas fields and first
icences, gas may only be flared with the

deliveries of the UK's share of associated
consent of the Secretary of State. An

gas from the UK/Norwegian Statfjord field.
average of about 6.6 million cubic metres

There was a 12.5 per cent increase in
of gas a day was flared at offshore

overall supplies from the Southern Basin
installations during 1985, a fall of some 2

fields. Imports of gas from the
million cubic metres a day from the

UK/Norwegian Frigg field (60.82 per cent
previous year. This is the largest reduction

of production over the life of the field is
in any single year since 1980, and reflects

deemed to come from Norway), the
the Government's maintenance of a strict

Norwegian North East Frigg and Odin
flaring policy which, together with

fields, and associated gas from the
improved equipment efficiencies at existing

UK/Norwegian Murchison field (25.06 per
fields and new fields coming onstream, has

cent of production over the life of the field
resulted in a continued fall in the amounts

is deemed to come from Norway) were.
of gas flared offshore.

overall, at the same level as in 1984. Further information on gas flaring at oi

Deliveries of associated gas to shore by the
terminals and producing fields is given in

Far North Liquids and Associated Gas
Appendix 9.

System (FLAGS) represented some 11.5
per cent of total supplies (UK plus imports)
to BGC.

4.7 Offshore pipelines

Gas terminals
A significant amount of offshore pipeline

There are now nine operational gas

activity concerned the construction of many 
infield flowlines such as those in Texaco's
Highlander Field, a subsea development

terminals In the UK: three at Bacton, two at tied back to the Tartan platform.
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Work on Shell's Sean fields featured a
major trunk line to shore at Bacton, and an

Reservoir engineering research

infield pipeline manufactured from 'Duplex'
and enhanced oil recovery

stainless steel; the first time this material Work continues in support of our reservoir
has been used for a pipeline on the UK engineering activities. The reservoir
Continental Shelf. simulation code PORES has been further

developed by the Atomic Energy Establish-
The oil and gas pipelines from North Alwyn ment, Winfrith to provide a fourth equation
were successfully laid, and a new pipe allowing for compositional effects in gas
laying record of 5.9 kilometres in a 24 hour condensate fields. This work was funded by
period was established. The pipelines will the original PORES Sponsors
be tied into the North Alwyn platform and Department, BGC and Britoil.
to Ninian and Frigg in 1986.

The enhanced oil recovery (EOR) research
Elf laid, and later plough trenched, an eight programme is continuing at Winfrith, with
inch diameter pipeline to carry condensate support from the Universities. A new 'state-
from the Heimdal Field in the Norwegian of-art' chemical flood simulator will shortly
sector to the Brae A platform. The be made commercially available. The
condensate will be mixed with product research programme is concentrating on
from Brae and carried via the Brae/Forties specific field applications resulting in
Pipeline and the Forties/Cruden Bay increasing collaboration with the oil
Pipeline to shore. industry. The Department contributed some

£3.3 million towards this work during 
1985.

Production and disposal of
natural gas liquids

In October 1985 the Fife ethylene plant at
Mossmorran came on stream. The plant,
capable of cracking 500,000 tonnes of
ethylene from some 700,000 tonnes of
ethane, was funded and is jointly utilised
by Shell and Esso and operated by
Essochem Olefins. Previously ethane
produced at the adjoining fractionating
plant was piped to Grangemouth as
feedstock for BP's ethylene cracker there.

The new cracker at Mossmorran is the
latest in a series of developments utilising
the natural gas liquids collected through
FLAGS and landed at the St Fergus gas
terminal. Apart from gas meeting BGC's
specifications, which is separated at St
Fergus, all the gas is processed at the
Mossmorran plants. The mixed stream is
fractionated into ethane, butane, propane
and condensate (natural gasoline). The
latter three are piped to the nearby loading
terminal at Braefoot Bay, whilst the ethane
goes to the new cracking plant and then
the ethylene produced is fed into the
existing national ethylene pipeline system.
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4.10 Review of fields* in production

(a) Offshore oil and condensate

%  V

(p

0

i .

Field name 
(operator)

Block 
number 
and licence 
number

Licensees Approximate 
company 
interest in block 
(%) at the end 
of 1985

Extension into other UK blocks 
Block number Licensees/Company 
and licence interest in block (%) 
number at the end of 1985

Date of 
discovery

production
start up

production

Argyll
(Hamilton)

Auk (Shell) Part 30/16 
P.116

Beatrice
(Britoil)

Beryl (Mobil) 9/13a
P.139

Hamilton Oil Great 
Britain pic 
Hamilton Bros 
Petroleum (UK) Ltd 
RTZ Oil and Gas Ltd 
Blackfriars Oil and 
Gas Ltd
Kleinwort Benson 
Energy Ltd
Texaco North Sea UK

28.8

12.5

tOPA

Shell UK Ltd 
Esso Exploration and 
Production UK Ltd 
tOPA

Britoil pic
Deminex UK Oil and 
Gas Ltd
Kerr-McGee Oil (UK) 
Ltd
Lasmo North Sea pic 
Hunt Oil (UK) Ltd 
tOPA

Mobil Producing North 
Sea Ltd
Amerada Hess Ltd 
Texas Eastern UK Ltd 
Enterprise Oil pic 
tOPA

a
•ft*

•  n .

k
Am

. •  S!

Hamilton Oil Great 
Britain plc/48 
Hamilton Bros 
Petroleum (UK) Ltd/12 
RTZ Oil and Gas Ltd/25 
Blackfriars Oil and 
Gas Ltd/12.5 
Kleinwort Benson 
Energy Ltd/2.5 
tOPA/Nil

Aug 1971

Feb 1971

Sept 1976

'A' accumulation 
Sept 1972

'B' accumulation 
May 1975

June 1975

Dec 1975

Sept 1981

June 1975

• s

O  >
• T *



Date of 
f*) discovefv

«5 '

Date of 
production 
start up

Operator's 
estimate of 
(or actual) 
first year of 
peak
production

Operator's 
estimate of 
recoverable 
reserves 
originally 
present in the 
field (million 
tonnes)^^^

Operator's 
estimated 
(or actual) 
peak
production 
(million tonnes 
per year)

Transport
system***

Aug 1971 June 1975 1977 8.5 1.1 Tanker loading 
offshore

Ltd 12 
. Ltd; 25
Ki

n

Feb 1971 Dec 1975 1977 13.5 2.3 Tanker loading 
offshore

Sept 1976
Sept 1981 1985 17 2.6 Oil and NGLs 

piped to Nigg 
Bay

'A' accu***
Illation

June 1976 1980 66 5

Remarks

Production facility Deep Sea Pioneer 
shared with Duncan field.
Gas lift for five wells in this field.
Two development wells were drilled 
and one well was deepened in 1985. A 
revised Annex B has been submitted.

Two development wells were drilled, 
and a revised Annex B was submitted.
Gas used for fuel. An oil pipeline to 
the Fulmar offshore loading system is 
to be installed. A geological review has 
led to predicted field life extended beyond 
1995.

In August 1985 Britoil received approval 
to install a power cable from the shore 
to provide power when the field 
becomes gas deficient. Water injection 
started from the C platform. Three 
wells were drilled in 1985, two 
producers and one injector.

Tanker loading 
offshore. Gas 
is being
re-injected until 
a disposal route 
is available

Two wells were drilled from each 
platform, and a subsea well completed 
in the 'A' area.

latio**
July 1984 1990 39.9 2.9
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Date of

— ) discovery
production

Operator's 
estimate of

Operator's 
estimate of

Operator's
estimated

Transport
system*

Remarks

start up (or actual) 
first year of 
peak

recoverable (or actual)

production

reserves 
originally 
present in the 
field (million 
tonnes)*^^

peak
production
(million tonnes 
per year)

A' Accumulation Ju ly 1983 1985
July 1977

'B' Accumuiatiofi 1988 1990 24 liquids
(Condensate) 17 bcm gas
May 1975

July 19^^
Nov 1976 1984 232.7 19.9

May 1981 1983 10.2

'3

r

I .

Oil and NGLs
piped to Cruden 
Bay via Forties. 
Gas re-injected 
until it can be

Eight wells were started in 1985, of 
which six have been completed. Jacket 
fabrication for the Brae B platform is 
well advanced and module fabrication
has started. Installation is scheduled

transported to 
the Brae B

for 1987. Dry residue gas along with
additional gas from the Brae A

platform. platform w ill be reinjected.

Oil and NGLs Two oil producing wells and one water
piped to Sullom 
Voe via South

injection well were drilled.

Cormorant.
Tanker loading 
facilities also
available. Gas
transported to St 
Fergus via FLAGS

Tanker loading 
offshore to be

Gas lift on this field is now operating.

« . HI..* - : • ... " r

‘ n -

■ . .  v \ -  .■
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and the installation of a pipeline to
• ^

replaced by a 
pipeline to 
Forties.

Forties has been approved. f ■
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4.10 Review of fields* in production

(a) O ffshore o il and condensate

Field name 
(operator)

Block 
number 
and licence 
number

Licensees
Extension into other UK blocks

Approximate 
company 
interest in block 
(%) at the end 
of 1985

Block number 
and licence 
number

Licensees/Company 
interest in block (%) 
at the end of 1985

Date of 
discovery

production

Claymore
(Occidental)

r - . .T .

V. ••

Occidental Petroleum 23-4 
(Caledonia) Ltd 
Texaco Britain Ltd 21 *2 
Union Texas Petroleum 20.0 
Ltd
Thomson North Sea Ltd 20.0 
AB  Exploration Ltd 
AGIP (UK) Ltd 
BEP Ventures Ltd 
Coalite Oilex Ltd 
North Sea and General 
Oil Operations pic 
Dow Chemical Co Ltd 
Piet Petroleum pic 
Texas Gas Exploration 
(UK) Corp
Third Triton Petroleum 
(UK) Ltd
Transworld Petroleum 
(UK) Ltd
Sovereign Oil and 
Gas pic 
tO PA

May 1974 Nov 1977

I

'll

North
Cormorant
(Shell)

Part
211/21 a 
P.258

Shell UK Ltd 
Esso Exploration and 
Production UK Ltd 
tO PA

Aug 1974
febl982

South
Cormorant
(Shell)

211/26a 
P.232

Shell UK Ltd 
Esso Exploration and 
Production UK Ltd 
tO PA

Sept 1972
1979

• r • 
L-

;v

. .A

t
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Date of
^̂iscovery production

Operator's 
estimate of

Operator's 
estimate of

Operator's
estimated

Transport
system̂ ^̂

Remarks

start up (or actual) recoverable (or actual)
first year of 
peak

reserves peak

production
originally 
present in the

production
(million tonnes

field (million 
tonnes)̂ ^̂

per year) M

May 1974 Nov 1977 1984 54.2 Oil and NGLs Installation of a six-slot water injection I

piped to Flotta. 
Extra fuel and lift

template to the South of the platform was
completed in May 1985. By December the 

gas supplied from first injection well was operational, supplied
Piper and Scapa
as necessary.

by a 12" line from the platform. Three wells 
were drilled from the platform.

Feb 1982 1986 56.5 Oil and NGLs Four production wells and one water
piped to Sullom 
Voe via South

injection well were drilled in 1985. Three
wells were drilled and suspended as future

Cormorant. Gas to satellite water injectors. Currently 18 wells
St Fergus via 
Western Leg and 
FLAGS.

operating.

N

, • . • . , ' - . • 7  . ' . - V S . '  •• ' . ’/ ' . • t t T

1 * •' » *-• i
• • .* o  x > *  S. * •
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V  % 
^1 *

I -  . s  A  ^  ^  ^
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Dec 1979 1986 29.7 Oil and NGLs
piped to Sullom 
Voe. Gas

One water injector and one oil producer 
were drilled/started in 1985. By year end 
the total number of wells drilled from .  >

transported to St 
Fergus via Western 
Leg and FLAGS.

Cormorant A was 15. By year end four oil 
producers and one water injection well were 
completed from the Central Cormorant 
Underwater Manifold Centre (UMC).
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4.10 Review of fields* in production

(a) Offshore oil and condensate

Field name lock Licensees Approximate
Extension into other UK blocks 
Block number

(operator) number
and licence
number

company 
interest in block 
(%) at the end 
of 1985

and licence 
number

Licensees/Company 
interest in block (%) 
at the end of 1985

Date of
Date of
production

discovery start up

production

Deveron
(Britoil)

211/18a
P.236

Britoil pic
Burmah Oil Exploration 
Ltd

15.6 Sept 1972

Deminex UK Oil and 
Gas Ltd

42.5

Santa Fe (UK) Ltd 
Tricentrol Exploration 
UK Ltd

16.88
10

Charterhouse Petroleum
Development Ltd 
Charterhouse Oil and 
Gas Ltd

1.41

Ultramar North Sea Ltd
Britoil (Alpha) Ltd 
tOPA

Duncan Hamilton Oil 28.8 Jan 1981
(Hamilton) Gt Britain pic 

Hamilton Bros
Petroleum (UK) Ltd 
RTZ Oil and Gas Ltd 
Blackfriars Oil and 
Gas Ltd

Sept 1984

Nov 1983

Kleinwort Benson
Energy Ltd 
Texaco North Sea 
UK Ltd
tOPA

Dunlin
(Shell)

211/23a 
P.232

Shell UK Ltd 
Esso Exploration and 
Production Ltd

211/24a 
P.104

tOPA

Conoco Ltd/33 1/3 July 1973 
Gulf Oil (Great Britain)
Ltd/16 2/3
Gulf (UK) Offshore
Investments Ltd/16 2/3

1978

Britoil plc/33 1/3 
tOPA/Nil
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4.10 Review of fields* in production

(a) Offshore oil and condensate

Field name 
(operator)

Block 
number 
and licence 
number

Licensees
Extension into other UK blocks

Approximate 
company 
interest in block 
(%) at the end 
of 1985

Block number 
and licence 
number

Licensees/Company 
interest in block (%) 
at the end of 1985

Date of 
discovery

Date of
production

production

Forties
(BP)

BP Oil Development 
Ltd
Trafalgar House Oil 
and Gas Ltd 
OK Exploration 
(UK) Ltd
Berkeley Exploration 
and Production pic 
Candecca Resources 
pic
Century Power and 
Light Ltd
Charterhall Oil Ltd 
Charterhouse Petroleum 
Development Ltd 
Charterhouse Oil and 
Gas Ltd
North Sea and General 
Operations pic 
Elf UK pic 
Hispanoil (UK) Ltd 
Industrial Scotland 
Energy pic 
Norsk Hydro Oil and 
Gas Ltd 
Norwich Union 
(Hydrocarbons) Ltd 
Plascom Ltd 
RTZ Oil and Gas Ltd 
Saxon Oil pic 
Sovereign Oil and 
Gas pic
Texaco North Sea 
UK Ltd
Ultramar North Sea Ltd 
Union Jack Oil Co Ltd 
Aran Energy Exploration 
Ltd 
to PA

88.25 Shell UK Ltd/50 
Esso Exploration and 
Production UK Ltd/50

Nov 1970 Sept 1975
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4.10 Review of fields* in production

(a) Offshore oil and condensate
Extension into other UK blocks

Field name Block Licensees Approximate
(operator) number 

and licence
company 
interest in block

Block number 
and licence 
number

number (%) at the end 
of 1985

Fulmar Shell UK Ltd
(Shell) Esso Exploration and 

Production UK Ltd

30/11b 
P.185

tOPA

Heather
(Unocal)

. ^ . I • . ♦ / ^ 1 1  ’ 1  *  ^

Unocal UK Ltd 
Texaco Britain Ltd 
Tenneco Gt Britain Ltd 
DNO (Heather Oilfield) 
Ltd

31.25
31.25
31.25 

6.25

tOPA
• 9  » • • .

I  ^ i  * \  *  ̂ » S ,

» 'I •

• 4  , *

Highlander
(Texaco)

14/20b
P.324

Texaco North Sea 100
UK Ltd

Hutton
(Conoco)

211/28a 
P.204

Conoco Ltd
Gulf Oil (Gt Britain)
Ltd

211/27b 
P.473

Britoil pic 
tOPA

North West
Hutton

211/27
P.184

Amoco UK Petroleum 25.77

(Amoco) Enterprise Oil pic 
Amerada Hess Ltd
Texas Eastern UK Ltd 
Mobil Producing North 
Sea Ltd

25.77
18.08
10.38
20

tOPA

♦  r  *
« ■  4

•  / 1 *  '  s

- . .

*

a  . <■

* *

Licensees/Company 
interest in block (%) 
at the end of 1985

Date of
discovery

Amoco UK Petroleum Dec 1975
Ltd/25.77 
Enterprise Oil pic/ 
Enterprise (E and P) 
Ltd/25.77 
Amerada Hess Ltd/ 
18.08
Texas Eastern UK Ltd/ 
10.38
Mobil Producing North 
Sea Ltd/20

Dec 1973

April 1976

Amoco UK Petroleum Dec 1973
Ltd/25.77
Enterprise Oil plc/25.77 
Mobil Producing North 
Sea Ltd/20 
Amerada Hess Ltd/
18.08
Texas Eastern (UK)
Ltd/10.38
tOPA/Nil

April 1975

V  .f  •  .
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start up

Feb 1982

Oct 1978

II

1984
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. i

’ 'M '’V Date of
discovety

1985

Date of
production

Operator's 
estimate of

Operator's 
estimate of

Operator's
estimated

start up (or actual) 
first year of

recoverable (or actual)
reserves peak

peak
production

originally 
present in the 
field (million 
tonnes)^^^

production
(million tonnes 
per year)

troieum Dec 1975 Feb 1982 1986

UK Ltd/

ng North

Dec 1973 Oct 1978 1982 10-14

April 197^
1985 1986

Aug 1984 1986 26.3

troleufTi

A p ril 1 9 8 3 1984 37.5

Transport
system^

Remarks

Tanker loading 
offshore. Gas is

Offshore construction work has been

being re-injected 
until It can be

completed for the gas pipeline. The field 
was shut down for three months to carry 
out maintenance on the offshore tanker

transported by 
pipeline to St 
Fergus (expected 
to start in mid

loading Installation.

1986).

Oil and NGLs
piped to Sullom 
Voe via Ninlan
Central platform

Approval was given in 1985 to connect the 
platform to the Western leg of FLAGS system 
via a 6" pipeline for the import of fuel gas. 
Five wells were drilled in 1985.

Oil and gas to 
Tartan platform. 
From there oil Is
sent to Flotta.

Phase I production from two wells with 
production template installed in August 
1985. Four appraisal wells were recompleted 
as three production wells and one injection 
well. Gas used for fuel.

f
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Oil and NGLs
piped to Sullom 
Voe via North West 
Hutton and South 
Cormorant.

Water injection began early in 1986. Five 
water injection wells and two production 
wells were drilled.
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Oil and NGLs
piped to Sullom 
Voe via South 
Cormorant. Gas

Eight production wells were drilled in 1985

piped to St Fergus 
via the Western Leg 
and FLAGS.



4.10 Review of fields'" in production

(a) Offshore oil and condensate

Extension into other UK blocks

J ♦ *  A

Field name 
(operator)

Block Licensees 
number 
and licence 
number

Approximate 
company 
interest in block 
(%) at the end 
of 1985

Block number 
and licence 
number

Licensees/Company Date of 
interest in block (%) discovery 
at the end of 1985

Innes 30/24 Hamilton Oil Great 28.8 Mar 1983
(Hamilton) P.073 Britain pic

Hamilton Bros 7.2
Petroleum UK Ltd
RTZ Oil and Gas Ltd 25.0
Blackfriars Oil and 12.5
Gas Ltd
Kleinwort Benson 2.5
Energy Ltd
Texaco North Sea 24
UK Ltd
tOPA Nil

Magnus 211/12a BP Petroleum 100 211/7a BP Petroleum July 1974
(BP) P.193 Development Ltd P.193 Development Ltd/100

tOPA Nil tOPA/Nil

Maureen 16/29a Phillips Petroleum 33.78 Feb 1973
(Phillips) P.110 Co U K Ltd

Fina Exploration Ltd 28.96
AGIP (UK) Ltd 17.26
Century Power and 11.50
Light Ltd
Ultramar Exploration 8.50
Ltd
tOPA Nil

Montrose Part Amoco UK Petroleum 30.77 Part Amoco UK Petroleum Dec 1969
(Amoco) 22/17 Ltd 22/18 Ltd/30.77

P.019 Enterprise Oil pIc 30.77 P.020 Enterprise Oil plc/30.77
Amerada Hess Ltd 23.08 Amerada Hess Ltd/23.08
Texas Eastern UK Ltd 15.38 Texas Eastern UK Ltd/
tOPA Nil 15.38

Date of 
production
startup

3 4

Operatof's
estimate of
(or actual) 
first yeat 
peak
production

Jan 1985 1985

Aug 1983 1985

Sept 1983 1984

Jurei97g
1979

tOPA/Nil
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Date of

discovery production
Operator's 
estimate of

Operator's 
estimate of

Operator's
estimated

Transport
system^^^

Remarks

start up (or actual) 
first year of

recoverable (or actual)
reserves peak

peak
production

originally 
present in the 
field (million 
tonnes)^^^

production
(million tonnes 
per year)

Mar 1983 Jan 1985 1985 0.30 Oil transported Production from a single well started in
by pipeline to January 1985; a second producer has
Duncan/Argyll subsequently come on-stream.
tanker loading
facility.

July 1974 Aug 1983 1985 Oil and NGLs In 1985 three production wells and two

.td/100 piped to Sullom 
Voe via Ninian

injection wells were completed. An 
injection well was sidetracked and two

Central. Gas piped 
to St Fergus via 
the Northern Leg 
and FLAGS.

production wells were started (one was
suspended).

t

Feb 1973 Sept 1983 1984 Tanker loading 
offshore.

Oil production rates were higher than 
predicted. Some gas is used for fuel and 
gas lift.

r  I

June 1976 1979 12.1 Oil and NGLs Some gas used for fuel

ri transported by 
pipeline to Forties
and then by 
pipeline to Cruden 
Bay.

^
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4.10 Review of fields* in production

(a) Offshore oil and condensate

i 4

1 .  ̂ i

Field name 
(operator)

Block Licensees 
number 
and licence 
number

Approximate 
company 
interest in block 
(%) at the end 
of 1985

Extension into other U K  b locks  
Block number Licensees/Company 
and licence interest in block (%) 
number at the end of 1985

Date of 
discovery

Murchison 211/19a Conoco Ltd 33 1/3 Sept 1975
(UK) P.104 Gulf Oil (Gt Britain) 16 2/3
(Conoco) Ltd

Gulf (UK) Offshore 16 2/3
Investments Ltd
Britoil pic 33 1/3
tO PA Nil

Ninian 3/3 Chevron Petroleum 24 3/8a BP Petroleum April 1974
(Chevron) P.202 Co Ltd P.199 Development Ltd/50

ICI Petroleum Ltd 26 Ranger Oil UK Ltd/20
Murphy Petroleum Ltd1  10 Lasmo North Sea
Ocean Exploration Ltd 10 plc/30
Britoil ptc 30 tO PA/N il
tO PA Nil

Piper 15/17 Occidental Petroleum 36.5 Jan 1973
(Occidental) P.220 (Caledonia) Ltd

Texaco Britain Limited 23.5
Union Texas Petroleum 20
Limited
Thomson North Sea 20
Ltd
tO PA Nil

Scapa Part Occidental Petroleum 36.50 July 1975
(Occidental) 14/19 (Caledonia) Ltd

P.250 Texaco Britain Ltd 23.5
P.249 Union Texas Petroleum 20

Ltd
Thomson Scottish 20
Petroleum Ltd

Statfjord 211/24 Conoco Ltd 33 1/3 211/25a Conoco Ltd/33 1 /3 April 1974
(UK) a & b Gulf Oil (Gt Britain) 16 2/3 P.104 Gulf Oil (Gt Britain)
(Conoco) P.104 Ltd 211/25b Ltd/16 2/3

211/24c Gulf (UK) Offshore 16 2/3 P.293 Gulf (UK) Offshore
P.293 Investments Ltd Investments Ltd/16 2/3

Britoil pIc 33 1/3 Britoil plc/33 1/3
tO PA Nil tO PA/N il

Date of
prodiiction
start tip

Operator s
estimate of
(or actual) 
first year of 
peak
production

Sept 1980 1983

Dec 1978 1982

Dec 1976 1979

Sept 1985
1988

1* ■
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If

Date of
production

Operator's 
estimate of

Operator's 
estimate of

Operator's
estimated

start up (or actual) 
first year of

recoverable (or actual)
reserves peak

peak originally production
production present in the 

field (million 
tonnes)^^^

(million tonnes
per year)

Sept 1975 Sept 1980 1983

April 1974 Dec 1978 1982 15.1

Ltd/20
ea

Jan 1973 Dec 1976 1979 123.3

Sept 1985 1988

Nov 1979 1988 384̂ >̂ 35.6<2̂

A

•  w V . -■̂4
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Transport
system*

Remarks

Oil and NGLs A  redetermination of equity share is in hand.
piped to Sullom 
Voe via Dunlin and
South Cormorant.
Gas transported via 
the Northern Leg to 
Brent and from there
via FLAGS to St
Fergus.

Oil and NGLs
piped to Sutlom 
Voe. Gas
transported to St 
Fergus via the 
Western Leg and 
FLAGS.

Platform operations consisted mainly of 
workover and side-tracks. Two producing 
wells and three water injection wells were 
drilled.

Oil and NGLs
piped to Flotta. 
Gas transported to
St Fergus via 
Frigg pipeline

Ten downhole pumps were operational by the 
end of 1985, as part of a programme to 
maintain production from high water-cut 
wells. Three wells were drilled.

system.

I
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Oil and NGLs
piped to Flotta 
via Claymore.

Production currently from well drilled from 
Claymore platform. Subsea wells scheduled 
to start-up in November 1986, tied back to 
Claymore via a subsea template.

Tanker loading 
offshore. Deliveries

Production from the 'C ' platform began 
six months ahead of schedule in June 1985

of Statfjord gas 
and NGLs
commenced in 
October 1985, the

A  replacement offshore loading system for 
'A ' platform is scheduled for installation 
in 1986. A  redetermination of equity share 
is in hand.

UK share piped to 
St Fergus via 
Northern Leg and 
FLAGS, and the
Norwegian share 
piped to Karsto via 
the Statpipe
system.
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(a) O ffshore o il and condensate

Field name Block Licensees 
(operator) number

and licence 
number

Approximate 
company 
interest in block 
(%) at the end 
of 1985

Extension in to  other U K  b locks  
Block number Licensees/Company 
and licence interest in block (%) 
number at the end of 1985

Date of 
discovery

Tartan 15/16a Texaco North Sea 100 Jan 1975
(Texaco) and UK Ltd

14/20a to  PA Nil
P.237

Thistlê ^̂ 211/18a Britoil pic 15.6 Part Britoil plc/15.6 Ju ly 1973
(Britoil) P.236 Burmah Oil 8.4 211/19a Burmah Oil

Exploration Ltd P.475 Exploration Ltd/8.4
Deminex UK Oil and 42.5 Deminex UK Oil and
Gas Ltd Gas Ltd/42.5
Santa Fe (UK) Ltd 16.87 Santa Fe (UK) Ltd/16.87
Tricentrol Exploration 10 Tricentrol Exploration
UK Ltd UK Ltd/10.0
Charterhouse Petroleum 1 Charterhouse Petroleum
Development Ltd Development Ltd/1.0
Charterhouse Oil and 1.41 Charterhouse Oil and
Gas Ltd Gas Ltd/1.41
Ultramar North Sea 1.41 Ultramar North Sea
Ltd Ltd/1.41
Britoil (Alpha) Ltd 2.81 Britoil (Alpha) Ltd/2.81
to PA Nit tO PA/N il

Date of 
pfoduction
start up

pfoduction

Jan 1981

Feb 1978

I ,
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4.10 Review of fields* in production

(b) Offshore gas

Field name 
(operator)

Block 
number 
and licence 
number

Licensees
Extension into other UK blocks Date of

O p e r a t o r s
e st im a te  o f

Approximate Block number Licensees/Company Date of production (o r  a c tu a l)
first
p e a k
p ro d u c t io n

company 
interest in block 
(%) at the end 
of 1985

and licence 
number

interest in block (%) 
at the end of 1985

discovery start up

Esmond
(Hamilton)

Forbes
(Hamilton)

Gordon
(Hamilton)

Frigg (UK) 
(Total)

43/13a 
P.002

10/1
P.118

Hamilton Oil Great 
Britain pic 
Hamilton Bros 
Petroleum (UK) Ltd 
RTZ Oil and Gas Ltd 
Blackfriars Oil and Gas 
Ltd
Kleinwort Benson 
Energy Ltd

Hamilton Oil Great 
Britain pic 
Hamilton Bros 
Petroleum (UK) Ltd 
RTZ Oil and Gas Ltd 
Blackfriars Oil and 
Gas Ltd
Kleinwort Benson 
Energy Ltd

Hamilton Oil Great 
Britain pic 
Hamilton Bros 
Petroleum (UK) Ltd 
RTZ Oil and Gas Ltd 
Blackfriars Oil and 
Gas Ltd
Kleinwort Benson 
Energy Ltd

12.5

Total Oil Marine pic 
Elf UK pic

9/1 Oa 
P.404

9/5a
P.194

Lasmo North Sea plc/50 June 1982 
Occidental Petroleum 
(Caledonia) Ltd/35 
Thomson North Sea 
Ltd/15

Hamilton Oil Great 
Britain plc/11.25 
Hamilton Bros 
Petroleum (UK) Ltd/45 
RTZ Oil and Gas Ltd/23.4 
Blackfriars Oil and 
Gas Ltd/11.7 
Kleinwort Benson 
Energy Ltd/2.3 
Whitehall Petroleum 
Ltd/4.68
Rycade (UK) Ltd/1.56

Jan 1970

June 1969

Total Oil Marine 
plc/33 1/3 
Elf UK plc/66 2/3

May 1972

BP Petroleum 
Development Ltd/100
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(b) Offshore gas

Field name
(operator)

Block 
number 
and licence 
number

Licensees Approximate
company 
interest in block 
(%) at the end 
of 1985

Extension into other UK blocks 
Block number Licensees/Company
and licence interest in block (%)
number at the end of 1985

Hewett^^^
(Phillips)

Arco British Ltd 
British Sun Oil Co Ltd
Deminex UK Oil and 
Gas Ltd
Superior Oil (UK) Ltd 
Canadian Superior Oil 
(UK) Ltd

3 1/3

\ 4

. f ; • •
1

i

• t ^

48/28a
P.037

»  ' a

^
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Date of
production

discovery start up

production

Phillips Petroleum Co 
UK Ltd/35

Oct 1966 July 1969

Fina Exploration Ltd/30 
AGIP (UK) Ltd/15 
Century Power and Light 
Ltd/7.22
Plascom Ltd/4.26
Lasmo North Sea plc/8.52

Phillips group as above

Phillips Petroleum 
Co UK Ltd/19
Fina Exploration Ltd/16.3 
AGIP (UK) Ltd/8.1 
Century Power and Light 
Ltd/3.9
Plascom Ltd/2.3 
Lasmo North Sea plc/4.6 
Arco British Ltd/19.9 
British Sun Oil Co
Ltd/10.7
Deminex UK Oil and
Gas Ltd/4.6 
Superior Oil (UK) 
Ltd/9.1
Canadian Superior Oil 
(UK) Ltd/1.5

Arco Group as for 
Block 48/29

1

i w
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4.10 Review of fields* in production

(b) Offshore gas

Extension into other UK blocks
Field name 
(operator)

Block 
number 
and licence 
number

Licensees

Indefatigable
(Shell)

Indefatigable
(Amoco)

Leman
(Amoco)

« %

•I

Leman
(Shell)

Approximate 
company 
interest in block 
(%) at the end 
of 1985

Block number 
and licence 
number

Shell UK Ltd 
Esso Exploration and 
Production UK Ltd

Amoco UK Petroleum 30.77

Amerada Hess Ltd 
Texas Eastern (UK) Ltd

30.77
23.08
15.38

Amoco UK Petroleum
Ltd
BGC
Amerada Hess Ltd

30.77

30.77 
23.08

Texas Eastern (UK) Ltd 15.38

Shell UK Ltd 
Esso Exploration and 
Production UK Ltd

Licensees/Company 
interest in block (%) 
at the end of 1985

Date of 
discovery

June 1966 Oct 1971

Amoco UK Petroleum
Ltd/30.77
BGC/30.77
Amerada Hess Ltd/23.08 
Texas Eastern (UK) 
Ltd/15.38

June 1966 Sept 1971

April 1966Arco British Ltd/43 1/3 
British Sun Oil Co 
Ltd/23 1 /3 
Deminex UK Oil and 
Gas Ltd/10
Superior Oil (UK) Ltd/20 April 1966 
Canadian Superior 
Oil (UK) Ltd/3 1/3

production

July 1969

Mobil Producing North 
Sea Ltd/100

Aug 1968

South
Morecambe
(HGB)

% 9

Hydrocarbons Great 
Britain Ltd

100 110/3a
P.251

Hydrocarbons Great 
Britain Ltd/100

Sept 1974 Jan 1985

47/8b
P.323

BGC 100 47/3d
P.323

BGC/100 May 1968

'1*'
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S '  of Ck(%)
Date of

discovery
production

Operator's 
estimate of

Operator's 
estimate of

Operator's
estimated

Transport Remarks
system

start up (or actual) 
first year of

recoverable (or actual)
reserves peak

peak
production

originally present 
in the field

production
(billion cubic

(billion cubic 
metres)^^*

metres per 
year) • r

June 1966 Oct 1971 1974 Pipeline to 
Bacton.

Additional development of two new

troleum June 1966 Sept 1971 1977

platforms, M and N, with a total of six IW
127 wells is underway.

i

Ltd/23.08

Pipeline to 
Bacton.

The 'M ' platform has been commissioned

d 4 3 1 /3  ApriM966 July 1969 1975

jK ) Ltd/20 April 1966

Pipelines to 
Bacton.

The 'G' platform commenced production 
in 1985 and will improve recovery of gas 
from the area.

>

?flOf

Aug 1968 1976

298 • S ;  •

10.4 Pipelines to 
Bacton.

The 'F' and 'G' platforms will commence
production in 1987 and will improve

• ‘ y  * • ' '  * I ' V r '  j  ■ • •  *
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recovery of gas from areas which would 
otherwise not be fully drained.
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Jan 1985 1990 117 Pipeline to 
Barrow.

. ^  »

;  V

Winter season production restarted 
December 1985. Twelve wells drilled in

V
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1985. Topsides on third drilling platform 
installed October 1985.

I  «

» 4

'  i  A •  ’

Feb 1985 1987 Pipeline to
Easington

First injection of gas commenced in July 
1985. Stored gas was first retrieved and 
processed in the new Easington terminal 
in November 1985. Eight new wells were 
drilled during the year.

i
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March
1983

BP Petroleum 
Development Ltd 
BGC

May 1981

Wytch Farm 
(BP)

L97/10,
L98/6
PL089

BP Petroleum Dec 1973
Development Ltd 
Carless Exploration Ltd 
Clyde Petroleum 
(Dorset) Ltd 
Goal Petroleum pic 
Premier Oil Dorset Ltd

Mar 1979

^̂ ssed

Tricentrol Wytch Farm 
Ltd

111
of th
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(discovery

Date of 
production 
start up

Operator's 
estimate of 
(or actual) 
first year of 
peak
production

Operator's 
estimate of 
recoverable 
reserves
originally present 
in the field 
(billion cubic 
metres)*̂ ^

Operator's 
estimated 
(or actual) 
peak
production 
(billion cubic 
metres per 
year)

Transport
system

Remarks

April 1983 July 1985 1986 0.022 0.0009 Road tanker to The field commenced production in
BP Midland Rail July 1985. 
terminal

July 1985 1987 0.12 Road transport 
and railway 
loading.

Anticipated completion of facility 
mid-1986.

May 1981

Sept 1985 1986 0.088 0.0146

Nov 1984 1986 1.326 0.12

Road tanker to 
BP Midland Rail 
terminal.

The field commenced production through 
one well in September 1985. Annex B 
revision to be submitted for pipeline to 
Welton.

Oil is transported 
by rail. Gas used 
for fuel gas and 
H2S stripping. 
Acid gas 
incinerated.

All production wells have been drilled 
and completed. Revision to Annex B 
to be submitted covering production 
of additional reserves proven during 
development drilling.

Mar 1979 not
assessed

not
assessed

not
assessed

Oil is piped to a 
rail terminal at 
Furzebrook. Gas 
fed to local BGC 
grid.

Development of the Bridport and 
Sherwood reservoirs w ill lead to the 
submission of relevant planning 
applications and Annex B submission 
in 1986.

* , '

V

The use of the term 'field' here and elsewhere in the report does not imply that all the fields listed are necessarily geologically 
separate accumulations or are regarded as separate fields for tax and royalty purposes.
For fields connected to FLAGS, relatively wet gas including some NGLs is transported to St Fergus. For those fields connected
to the Frigg line the gas needs to be rather dry, so most NGLs have to be injected into the crude for transmission to Flotta. For 
pipeline fields some NGLs are blended into the oil streams prior to pumping ashore.
Including the Norwegian sector of the field.
The reserves figures quoted may not be precisely comparable with each other or with the official figures in this report since
ditterences exist in the procedures and assumptions adopted by different companies and by the Department of Energy.
Estimate currently under review.
The interests shown refer to the Thistle field area of block 211 /18a only.
The Hewett field includes accumulations formerly known as Dotty and Deborah, 

t  OPA is a co-licensee through its participation agreement.
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Part 5: Operational aspects

O ffshore employment safety and welfare standards on and around
offshore installations and at pipe-laying

A survey of the workforce employed operations. Some 120 general inspections
offshore was conducted by the offshore were carried out, together with 43 visits on
operators in September 1985, on behalf of specific matters and 31 investigations of
the Inland Revenue. The returns reveal that accidents and other occurrences. Three
in 1985 the total offshore workforce stood prosecutions were taken and heard in
at some 29,000 personnel, compared with courts in Scotland with convictions in all
around 31,300 in 1984. Of the total, some three cases.
90 per cent were UK nationals. As before.
the survey covered not only those

At the end of the year two other cases were

employed on offshore installations but also
under consideration and are likely to be

construction workers and personnel on
pursued in 1986.

mobile drilling rigs, service vessels, support jhe  OIAC working groups continued in
barges and survey teams. 1985 to look into certain safety training

standards (see above), contract labour,

Training
work permits and occupational health
facilities. The Offshore Safety Training,

Work on improvements in offshore safety
Contract Labour and Permits to Work
Working Groups have now completed their

training standards continued. Four training remits by producing guidance notes on five
standards prepared by the Offshore Safety offshore safety training standards on the
Training Working Group of the Oil Industry yge of contract labour and on permits to
Advisory Committee (OIAC), for radio
telephone operators, helicopter landing

work systems in the petroleum industry.

officers, ballast control operators, and
Sets of guidance have been approved by
OIAC and will be published shortly by the

survival were published in April 1985. Work Health and Safety Commission. The work
was concentrated on a fifth training
standard for crane drivers of conventional

of the ad hoc group on occupational health

jib cranes with a boom length in excess of
facilities continues.

six metres and a maximum safe working During the year it was agreed with the
load of no more than 250 tonnes. This Health and Safety Commission (HSC) that
standard was published in November 1985 the Ionising Radiations Regulations 1985
and completed the present series of the had an offshore application. The offshore
Department of Energy's Training Guidance 
Notes which are available free to the

industry had been extensively consulted
and the Regulations creating radiation

industry. safety standards, along with a Code of
Practice, came into operation on 1 January
1986.

Offshore health and safety

During the year Inspectors from the
A further set of Regulations, the Freight

Department of Energy enforced health,
Containers (Safety Convention)
Regulations, came into force at the

wer

3'
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beginning of the year. These covered safety Offshore accidents and
approval, and standards of examination of dangerous occurrences
freight containers.

Discussions also took place on proposals
In 1985 there were eight fatalities, 103
serious accidents and 208 dangerous

relating to the misuse of drugs. Final occurrences reported under the Offshore
proposals had been agreed and accepted Installations (Inspectors and Casualties)
by the end of the year. Regulations 1973. (There were 13 fatalities

in 1984.) The number of serious accidents
Again there has been consultation on are a significant increase over the 1984
proposals by HSC to make regulations figure of 41, and give rise to concern. The
relating both to the prohibition of the causes are being carefully analysed and
importation and the supply of certain types appropriate action taken where relevant.
of asbestos and asbestos products. New Two of the fatalities occurred when well- 'i

Regulations came into force on 1 January bore fluids entered an installation's
1986. Discussions continued on new compressed air system and caused an
standards of first-aid offshore, and with the explosion in a pump room. Two other
agreement of the industry, modifications fatalities involved falls, in one case from
were made to the proposed regulations. scaffolding and in the other from a crane
and work was nearing completion at the boom during maintenance work.

I* '

end of the year.
Further information on the accident

Consideration is underway on new statistics is given in Appendix 13.
proposals for the reporting of accidents and
dangerous occurrences. Although much
progress has been made it was not possible
during the period to produce a draft set of Research and development on

regulations for consultation purposes. safety

There have been further rounds of The Department welcomes the continued

discussion on proposals from the support of the offshore operators and

Department about the appointment of Certifying Authorities in its research to

safety representatives and committees improve offshore safety. During the

offshore. These culminated in a paper to financial year 1985/86 the Department's

the OIAC which proposed a way forward. expenditure on this aspect of its

In agreement with all sides of the offshore responsibilities is estimated at £5 million.

• : N
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industry, the Department has set up a and additional expenditure by the offshore

working party to pursue this subject industry on projects in which the
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vigorously in 1986. Department is involved is estimated at
about the same amount.

The agreement in early 1984 with the
industry in connection with the During the year two sections of the

improvements to the braking systems on Department's Guidance Notes based on

draw works (the winching mechanism for research were issued for consultation with

raising and lowering drilling equipment) 
has been successfully implemented in

the industry. These covered the repair of
both steel and concrete platforms, and the

practice. design of flare stacks on offshore
structures. At the end of the year new

Work has also been undertaken with the Guidance Notes on the properties of steel

major pipelaying contractors to review and used offshore were about to be published.

improve safety standards in pipelaying 
operations.

Other work during the year confirmed the
validity of the section of the Guidance
Notes, which had been subject to question.
dealing with the strength of grouted sleeves
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Table 8: Department of Energy Offshore Technology Reports issued by HMSO in 1985

Number Title Date issued

OTH 84 208
(ISBN O il 411 904 X)

Collisions of Attendant Vessels with Offshore 
Installations —  Part 1 —  General Description and

31. 1.85

OTH 84 209
Principal Results
Collisions of Attendant Vessels with Offshore 1.85

(ISBN o i l  411 
OTH 84 200

905 8) Installations —  Part 2 —  Detailed Calculations

(ISBN 011 411 901 5) 
OTH 84 201
(ISBN o i l  411 906 6) 
OTH 84 202

Complex Tubular Joints: Assessment of Stress 
Concentration Factors for Fatigue Analysis 
Environmental Parameters on the United Kingdom 
Continental Shelf

2.85

4.85

Grouted Repairs to Steel Offshore Structures 6.85
(ISBN o il 411 907 4) 
OTH 85 213
(ISBN o i l  411 9104)  
OTH 84 211

Shipping Routes in the Area of the United Kingdom 
Continental Shelf

8.85

(ISBN o il 411 909 0) 
OTH 84 214
(ISBN o i l  411 911 2)

A Study of Methods of Measuring the Metacentric 
Heights of Semi-Submersible Platforms 
Predictions of the Proportions of Errant Vessels in 
Traffic Lanes on the United Kingdom Continental 
Shelf

8.85

8.85

OTH 84 204 Waves Recorded at Ocean Weather Station Lima 20. 8.85
(ISBN o i l  411 
OTH 84 205

908 2) December 1975-November 1981

(ISBN o il  411 912 0)
Development of Inspection Techniques for Reinforced 
Concrete: A State of the Art Survey of Electrical 
Potential and Resistivity Measurements for Use Above 
Water Level

22.10.85

used to connect piled foundations to the Increased efforts have been made to co-
platform. ordinate the Department's expenditure at

universities with that of SERC. During the
Decommissioning and removing platforms period 1983/85 two technical areas.
as they come to the end of their useful life buckling and fatigue, had been integrated
will be of growing interest in the future and in this way and during 1985 arrangements
a major concern will be to minimise the were made to integrate through the co
cost of doing so. In collaboration with the ordinated programmes of the Marine
Marine Technology Directorate of the Technology Directorate of SERC almost all
Science and Engineering Research Counci of the Department of Energy's university
(SERC) a review is therefore underway of expenditure in this area.
both the technical and non-technical
factors which will Influence removal A list of Offshore Technology Reports
requirements and costs. published through HMSO during 1985 is

given in Table 8.
A joint Departmental/industry committee
has continued to steer work on emergency
evacuation from offshore installations, with Offshore emergency planning
increased emphasis during the year on
mobiles. A study has also been completed The NOROX Series of exercises organised
on the capability and availability of vessels by the Department tests the lines of
which might be In the area at the time to communication and the coordination of
assist in emergencies. A further report on 
the requirements and performance of 
survival suits for use on offshore

responses to a major accident involving an 
offshore installation. The NOROX exercise
held in November 1985 on the Brae A

installations has also been prepared and platform on Block 16/7 simulated a series
will be published. of incidents including a blow-out.
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2,85

17, 4.85

20. 6.85

1. 8.85

7. 8.85

20, 8,85

20. 8.85
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explosion, fire, and oil pollution. The zones around mobile offshore drilling units
exercise covered search and rescue. as Table 9 shows, and during the year 95
evacuation of the platform, medical safety zones were established to protect
response to casualties and participants' such units while they were on location.
response to pressure from the public, the
press and broadcasting media. Participants The Department is continuing to review
included Marathon, the Department's safety zone legislation with a view to
Blow-out Emergency Team, the Department introducing a system under which all
of Transport's Marine Pollution Control offshore installations automatically benefit
Unit, other Government agencies, the from the protection of a safety zone.
Grampian Police, the Grampian Health
Board and the armed services. During 1985 a further five 500 metre safety

zones, into which no unauthorized vessels

Contingency plans for the protection of
are allowed to enter or remain, were

installations against terrorist attack were
established around permanent installations.

tested in a variety of exercises during the
These included platforms on the two Sean

year and Government arrangements fields, the Indefatigable gas field and the

continued for regular surveillance and
North Alwyn and Clyde oil fields. In

patrolling of offshore oil and gas addition seven safety zones were made

installations and pipelines. around sub sea wells and templates in the
South Morecambe, Highlander, South
Cormorant, Claymore, Thames and Forties

There are now 178 safety zones established fields. Safety zones around the two Single
around permanent installations (including
sub sea installations). There has been a

Buoy Moorings (SBMs) in the Montrose

continued increase in demand for safety
field have been revoked following removal
of these installations.

Table 9: Number of safety zones established for mobile offshore drilling units (1980-85)

Year 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Number 9 9 11 40 87 95

Environmental aspects to the Department of Energy in recent years
are shown in Table 10.

Individual operators are responsible for
dealing with oil spills at offshore The Secretary of State has the power to
installations and shore terminals and each exempt operators from certain parts of the
is required to have plans for such Prevention of Oil Pollution Act 1971, as
eventualities. Operators engaged in oil and amended, to allow them to discharge into
gas activity in areas close to shore are the sea treated effluents containing small
required to make special contingency amounts of oil. The exemptions specify the
arrangements to ensure a quick and permitted oil content of the discharge; for
effective response to any pollution incident. produced water the oil content must not
An important element of these special plans normally exceed 40 parts per million by
is the requirement to consult with all local weight (ppm). The total oil for all
authorities before any drilling or production discharges made in this way for the years
takes place. The Government's primary role ^979 to 1985 is shown in Table 11.
in pollution incidents would be to monitor
the operators' activities and offer advice
and assistance.

The volume of produced water discharged
from oil production platforms is following

The number and size of oil spills reported
the trend predicted by data taken from the
field development plans. This trend will
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Table 10: 0/7 spills reported to the Department o f Energy 1979-1985

U) includes one spill of 980 tonnes
includes one spill of 50 tonnes and one spill of 45 tonnes 
includes one spill of 75 tonnes and one spill of 39 tonnes 
includes one spill of 69 tonnes
includes one spill of 80 tonnes and three spills of 35 tonnes

Table 11: 0/7 discharged w ith produced water 1979-1985

Number of Installations
permitted to discharge oil
Total oil (tonnes)
Total water (million tonnes)^^^

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

16 20 24 26 30 32 34

160 236 525 927 1700 1430 1900
14 20 24 31 48 56 70

From 1979 to 1984 this includes a relatively constant figure of 12-15 million tonnes of storage
displacement water rising to 18 million tonnes for 1985. Storage displacement water contains 
typically less than 10 ppm of oil.

Table 12: 0/7 discharged on drill cuttings 1981-1985

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Wells drilled
Wells drilled using oil based 
mud
Oil discharged (tonnes)^^^

211 229 223 290 273
76 114 145 220 211

5800 8600 14500 19800 19600

From 1981 to 1984 the weight of oil discharged is an estimate.

continue as the oil fields mature and the have been received for the use of diesel
water content of the produced fluids based muds.
increases. As the water to oil ratio increases
so does the throughput of the water
treatment plant and the oil content of the
effluent rises towards the limit of 40 ppm.
It can be seen from Table 11 that the
increase in the quantity of oil discharged
from 1984 to 1985 is in proportion to the
increase in the quantity of water
discharged.

Oil based drilling fluids continue to be used
in the majority of wells drilled on the
UKCS. During 1985 low toxicity muds
completely replaced diesel based muds in
all types of drilling and no new proposals

Under Regulations exemptions are issued
similar to those in force for oily water
discharges. These incorporate conditions
for the exempted discharges which were
drawn up in consultation with the offshore
industry in 1983 and 1984.

The total oil discharged from drilling
operations is shown in Table 12.

Further significant progress was made 
during 1985 towards a more complete 
coverage of chemicals used offshore 
through the Department's non-statutory 
Chemical Notification Scheme.

-j
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1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Number 27 86 71 42 62 47 85
Total amount (tonnes) 80 1120‘ ‘ » 104 162‘2> 186*^* 130^^^ 308<̂ »
Number of producing platforms 
Total stabilised crude oil

19 22 26 28 32 34 36

produced from offshore oil 
fields (million tonnes) 76.5 78.8 87.7 100.1 110.5 120.8 122.0
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Onshore oil and gas activity is also end of their productive life; the first
controlled under the planning system. removals of major fixed installations in the
Before any drilling can take place or North Sea are expected to take place in the
production facilities sited, planning first half of the 1990s. The Government has
permission must be obtained from the been reviewing the major factors which will
relevant mineral planning authority. affect abandonment including legislation,
Government policy in relation to planning removal standards, costs, and fishing and
control over oil and gas operations is set environmental aspects. Discussions have
out in the Department of the Environment taken place and will continue with the
Circular 2/85: 'Planning Control Over Oi offshore oil and gas developers and the
and Gas Operations'. This emphasises the fishing industry. The Government has told
need for onshore activities to be carried out the industry that it w ill review the tax rules
in an environmentally acceptable manner. before any major clearance works are

undertaken.

Abandonment of disused
installations The Government's main objective will be to

institute an effective abandonment regime
The decommissioning and removal of which, whilst taking account of the
disused offshore installations (commonly requirements of international law, the safety
referred to as 'abandonment') w ill become of navigation, fishing and environmental
a matter of increasing importance as interests, will aim to minimise the costs of
offshore oil and gas fields approach the abandonment in each case.
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Part 6: Economic and Industrial id  Po'̂ ‘

Aspects
£ million

PetroleufH

The economic impact of UKCS £1.7 billion respectively. Although onshore

Duty
Petroleum 
Revenue Tox* *

oil and gas oil and gas accounts for only a small
proportion of these total sales proceeds, it

n 1985 UKCS oil and gas production does make a useful contribution to the UK
accounted for about 5 per cent of the UK economy. The total value of sales of
Gross National Product (GNP) at factor onshore oil and gas in 1985 was about £60
cost. Table 13 shows the contribution to million, from sales of 0.4 million tonnes of
GNP arising within the sector for the years oil and 7 million cubic metres of gas.
1981-1985. The figures in the table do not
take account of the full economic Total tax and royalty receipts attributable to
contribution of gas to the economy given the UKCS are estimated to have been £11.5
that major items such as the levy under the billion in the financial year 1985/6. By
Gas Levy Act 1981 on gas exempt from comparison, the estimated yield from VAT
PRT accrue outside the UKCS sector. and income tax in 1985/6 were £19.3

billion and £35.1 billion respectively. Table
Total proceeds from the sale of oil and gas 14 shows Government receipts from
produced on the UKCS in 1985 are royalties and taxes for each financial year
estimated to have been £19.7 billion and 1980/1 to 1985/6.

Table 13: Income from UKCS o il and gas production
£ billion

Revenues
(1) Includes Advence Petro

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
(provisional)

Value of sales and services 
rendered

13.3 15.6 18.3 22.1 22.0

less purchases of 
goods and services*

Value added by the sector 
less interest, profit and 
dividends due abroad

GNP arising within the sector 11.1 13.3 16.5 15.0

* defined as operating plus exploration costs minus employment incomes.

UKCS fiscal regime for immediate PRT relief. In cases where
exploration and appraisal operations involve

Several minor changes in oil taxation were oil production, immediate PRT relief for
announced in 1985. Expenditure on expenditure was restricted to the net cost
onshore exploration and appraisal incurred after taking into account the value of any
after 1 April 1986 will no longer be eligible oil produced. Measures were also taken to
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Table 14: Taxes and Royalties attributable to UK and UKCS oil and gas

onshore 
i ly  a small
ales proceeds, it 
aution to the UK 
of sales of
55 was about £60 
nillion tonnes of 
tres of gas.

}ts attributable to 
I have been £11.5 

1985/6. By 
yield from VAT 
were £19.3 
spectively. Table
eipts from 
1 financial year

Financial 1976/7 1977/8 1978/9 1979/80 1980/1 1981/2 1982/3 1983/4 1984/5 1985/6
Year (provisional)

£ million
Royalty 71
Supplementary
Petroleum

228 289 628 992 1396 1632 1904 2426 2100

Duty — 
Petroleum

2025 2395 —

Revenue Tax*̂ * — 183 1435 2410 2390 3274 6017 7177 6400

C
0 Total 
R before
P ACT 10 
0 Set-off 
R 
A
T ACT

10 93 248 333 680 513 861 2399 3000

1 Set-off 40 78 97 270 202 428 1242 1200
0
N

Main
T Stream 10 
A CT 
X

10 53 170 236 410 311 433 1157 1800

Total
Revenues 81 238 565 2311 3735 6491 7814 8782 12002 11500

Includes Advance Petroleum Revenue Tax (APRT)
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remove other potential PRT anomalies £1471 million, an increase of £76 million.
relating to extended production tests; and or about five per cent, on the 1984 level.
to prevent a charge to PRT on tariff or This increase reflects higher exploration
disposal receipts in respect of certain costs.
buildings and structures on land.

The Chancellor's aim this year, as last, has Expenditure on the construction and

been to preserve stability in the oil taxation installation of platforms and associated

regime. Therefore, he proposes only equipment and on related pipelines and

technical changes in his 1986 Budget. One terminals amounted in 1985 to £1826

is to ensure that the onshore/offshore million for the development of oil fields and

boundary for the purposes of PRT £954 million for the development of gas

coincides with the UK coastline (One fields, compared with £1802 million and

consequence of this will be that exploration £1248 million for oil and gas fields

and appraisal activity in inshore waters will respectively in 1984. The fall in the gas

continue to be eligible for immediate PRT field expenditures in 1985 reflects the

relief). Others are to improve the rules for completion of a number of major projects.

the valuation of certain light gases; to Expenditure on recently approved projects

clarify the chargeable field for tariff and (see part 3) will show up in 1986 and later

disposal receipts in cases of fields in years.

common ownership with shared use of
assets; and to change the definition of Operating costs for oil and gas fields in
f  i associated company" for the purposes of 1985 were £1881 million and £329 million
the corporation tax ring fence. In addition, respectively. The increased expenditures in
the Chancellor has confirmed that the
proposals for Mines and Oil Wells capital

1985 compared with 1984 reflected the
start-up of 10 new oil fields and increased

allowances will be implemented, broadly on production during the year.
the lines of the proposals in the
consultative document published in July 
1985. The costs of producing oil from offshore

fields vary widely, depending on the
characteristics of each field. Most fields

Costs and investm ent
which started production before 1980 were
large and relatively cheap to develop by

Estimates of exploration, development and
North Sea standards; the average cost of

operating expenditures made by operators
producing oil from these fields is estimated

and other licensees engaged in exploiting
to be £6 per barrel in 1985 prices. At the

the oil and gas resources of the UKCS
average 1985 exchange rate, this is

during the period 1977 to 1985 are
equivalent to $8 per barrel. Many recent

presented in Appendix 11. However,
fields are both smaller and more expensive

drawing a meaningful distinction between
to develop, so that the average cost per

expenditure on oil and gas developments
barrel for fields which started production

continues to grow increasingly difficult.
between 1980 and 1985 is estimated to be

since where gas is produced in association
£10 ($12). The overall average cost per

with oil, any costs are of a joint nature.
barrel is £7 ($9) for all the fields currently

Where the costs of associated gas
in production on the UKCS.

gathering systems for oil fields are
separately identifiable, these are included in The corresponding cost per barrel for fields
the figures for gas fields. This difficulty is now under development is £14 ($18). This
likely to become more acute as associated is slightly higher than last year's figure of
gas developments increase in number. £13 and reflects the continuing trend

towards the development of more costly
Expenditure on exploration in 1985 totalled fields.
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These estimates are based on the
production and costs of the fields before

domestic fixed capital formation in 1985.
Table 15 shows capital investment in the

payment of royalties and taxes. They
include the costs of exploration,

years 1981-1985, remaining at about £3
billion per year with fluctuations due to the

development and operation over the
expected life of the fields, but exclude

timing of large individual projects.

abortive exploration costs not attributable
to individual fields. A real return on capital Total investment in the period 1965 to

of 10 per cent is assumed. The figures can 1985 inclusive is estimated to have been

therefore be interpreted as the constant real about £28 billion. In 1985 prices this

oil price which, over the life of the fields. represents an investment of about £41

would yield a pre-tax real rate of return of billion. In addition there has been

10 per cent. exploration expenditure amounting to some
£11 billion in 1985 prices over the same

The gross capital investment in the period.

exploration and production industry as a
whole, including that of drilling contractors The main sources of the funds deployed on
and other contractors providing services the UKCS during 1985 were the internally
unique to the industry, is estimated to have generated resources of companies and
been about £2.8 billion in 1985. It formed
about 20 per cent of total UK industrial

loans from UK based banks. The latter

investment and five per cent of gross
provided approximately one quarter of the
total requirement.

Table 15; Capital investment in the oil and gas exploration and production industry

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
(provisional)

Gross UK capital 
investment in the 
exploration and 
production industry 
{£ billion)*

2.9 3.1 2.9 3.2 2.8

— as a percentage of 
total UK industrial 
investment

24 25 22 23 20

— as a percentage of 
gross domestic fixed 
capital formation

7 7 6 6 5

I*
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Gross Domestic Fixed Capital Formation in Class 13 of the Standard Industrial Classification. It
includes development expenditure by operators, licensees, drilling and other contractors and
capital expenditure other than on specific fields and allows for the timing of imports to the UKCS
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Comparison of UK oil and gas million tonnes, while total UK oil
production w ith  consumption consumption was 78 million tonnes. Within

this overall relationship, however, the UK

Table 16 and Figure 1 show the
remained part of the wider world oil market

relationship between oil and gas production
and continued a substantial import and

and total primary fuel consumption.
export trade. UK production of oil and gas
in 1985 corresponded to about 63 per cent
and 18 per cent of total primary fuel

In 1985 UK oil production was 127.5 consumption respectively.

Table 16: UKCS and onshore oil and gas production compared with UK total primary fuel
consumption

million tonnes of oil or oil equivalent

Total primary fuel consumption**’

Gas
Nuclear

Total*^’ Coal Pet
roleum

Natural elec-
produc-
tion*^’

produc
tion*^’

gas tricity
•  •

tricity

1981
1982
1983

196.2
193.6
194.0

1984
1985

194.1
202.1

89.9
78.0

89.5
103.2
114.9
125.9 
127.5

33.4
36.6

(Provisional)

Includes oil and gas for non-energy use and international marine bunkers. 
Due to rounding, the sum of the constituent items may not equal the total.
Crude oil together with condensate and heavier natural gas liquids.
Includes land and colliery methane and associated gas produced and used mainly on Northern
sector oil production platforms. Excludes gas flared or reinjected.

Offshore supplies industry million for the South Brae, Tern and Eider
fields. This will provide a number of

n 1985 the total value of orders reported contractors with a base load of work for the
by operators for oil and gas development 
work in the UKCS was £3.42 billion. The

next 18-24 months. Early in 1986 jacket 
awards for Tern and Eider will be made. In

UK share was 80 per cent, the best ever. addition during 1986 it is expected that
Table 17 gives a breakdown of the value of good tonnages of fabrication work will
these orders. Since 1980 the UK has gained become available from Southern Basin gas
an average 73 per cent share of an annual field developments which are expected to
market which has been worth an average of be approved in the course of the year.
£3 billion over the period.

The UK Offshore Supplies Office continues
Although in 1985 there was a small to assist in the promotion of the UK
decrease compared with the previous year
in the value of orders placed, due.

offshore supplies industry both at home 
and abroad. Procurement for the UKCS is

principally, to slippage in project monitored to ensure that UK suppliers are
development, 19 new oil and gas projects given a full and fair opportunity to tender
were approved and it is estimated that more for and win orders on a competitive basis.
than £3 billion will be spent on their
development. In 1985 UK yards were The analysis by sector of the orders placed
awarded fabrication orders of around £372 (Table 17, page 63) is based on data
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collated from returns supplied by each
operator under a voluntary arrangement

ever series of Government-backed offshore

agreed with the UK Offshore Operators
oil seminars designed to help the UK s

Association (UKOOA).
supplies industry compete successfully in

k — —

growing offshore markets overseas. The

The UK share represents the value of the
four seminars of 'Offshore Export

contracts and main sub-contracts placed
Opportunities' were organised by the

with companies which through
Offshore Supplies Office and featured

employment, manufacturing or sub
senior executives from twelve leading
international oil companies and the World

contracting, make a substantial contribution Bank who gave advice on specific markets
 ̂ M A A

to the economy. The main purpose of the
returns is to monitor the orders flowing

and described their worldwide operations.

from UKCS activity and the share of orders
The wealth of information, experience and
advice which they were able to provide

gained within the UK. They are designed to should prove invaluable to the supply
fit in, as far as possible, with the normal
recording processes of the operating

companies that attended.

companies and do not deal in detail with
what is imported and what is home

Financial contributions to R & D projects
are provided under the Science &

produced. Technology Act 1965. Funding applications

The value of orders and expenditure data
have continued at similar levels to previous

are not directly comparable for several
years. Now that the programme has been in
existence for some years, a number of

reasons. The expenditure resulting from an projects have completed the long process
order is often spread over a number of
years, varying as it progresses due to

from innovative development, broken the
barriers of initial market resistance and are

inflation and other causes; and the
allocation of orders between categories is

being commercially exploited. Several small

difficult because sub-contracts often flow
companies are demonstrating their drive
and initiative with the successful

from the main orders. commercialisation of new products after
forming joint venture companies. One area

Details of oil production platforms installed which has merited special attention in the
on the UKCS and under construction are
given in Appendix 10.

programme is underwater technology.
Through the Underwater Initiative, projects

During 1985 the Offshore Supplies Office
recommended by the Advisory Group for
Underwater Technology (AGUT) have

continued its work in support of UK assisted the UK underwater consulting
industry's effort in overseas markets. In July through feasibility studies on
the Secretary of State met the Canadian development of marginal fields by subsea
Energy Minister for discussions on techniques which have helped the
Canadian offshore developments. In contractors to win work from oil companies
addition to China, Canada and India, a as well as identifying areas where more
close interest was taken in other research is needed. Follow up work on
prospective offshore markets. Senior OSO marine risers, subsea Instrumentation and
officials toured leading US oil companies fluid transfer is in hand. AGUT is
for discussions on a number of subjects sponsoring an investigation of arc welding
including their overseas activities. and other alternatives for repair of pipelines

in deep water without the use of divers.
The Offshore Europe 85 exhibition. Other developments include techniques for
celebrating its tenth anniversary, attracted removing marine growth and performing
many overseas visitors. non-destructive testing using remotely

operated vehicles.
In September 1985 Mr Alick Buchanan-
Smith, Minister of State, launched the first
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Privatisation of the British Gas Oil and Pipelines Agency
Corporation

The Oil and Pipelines Act 1985 which
The Gas Bill currently before Parliament provided for the dissolution of the British
will, when enacted, allow the assets of the National Oil Corporation (BNOC) and set
British Gas Corporation to be transferred to up the new Oil and Pipelines Agency was
a public limited company which will later given Royal Assent on 30 October 1985.
be sold to the public. Once in the private BNOC's assets were transferred to the new
sector British Gas in its upstream Agency on 1 December 1985 and the
operations will be treated in the same way Corporation dissolved on 27 March 1986
as all other UKCS operators and will be after publication of its final Report and
subject to the same controls and Accounts.
restrictions as other UKCS operators.

The Agency's functions include the
disposal of oil taken as royalty in kind.
management of the Government's Pipeline
and Storage System and certain specified
activities relating to participation.

Table 17: An analysis of orders* placed for goods and services for developments on the UKCS
during 1985 (1964 percentages are in brackets)

Sector Value of orders placed £ million 
Total UK Share UK%

Exploration
A Surveying 
B Exploration and appraisal 

drilling

88
266

69
177

78
67

(80)
(60)

Sub-total 354 246 69 (62)

Development
C Production platforms 859 799 93 (81)
D Installation operations 122 43 35 (68)
E Plant and equipment 444 359 81 (76)
F Submarine pipelines 128 80 63 (63)
G Development drilling 133 85 64 (57)
H Terminals 94 92 98 (97)

Sub-total 1780 1458 (77)

Production
Maintenance 198 187 (87)

Sub-total 198 187 (87)

General Services (excluded wherever possible from A -l above)
311Transport 

Diving and underwater services 
Drilling tools and equipment 
Support of personnel offshore 
Miscellaneous

Sub-total 1088 829 76 (71)
Grand Total 3420 2720 80 (74)

* The figures represent orders over £100,000 in value for all sectors.
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Offshore production and exploration licences are issued under the Petroleum (Production) Act 1934, as extended 
offshore by the Continental Shelf Act 1964. Details of each round are given below.

No of Licences Areas under o
blocks
applied
for

companies
in
consortia

No of No of
awarded blocks companies

North Sea 
Irish Sea
Orkney/Shetland
Basin

Fourth North Sea 
Irish Sea 
Celtic Sea
Orkney/ 
Shetland Basin
North Sea 
Irish Sea 
Celtic Sea 
Orkney/ 
Shetland Basin
English Channel/ 
South Western

960 31 394 61 53 348 51

1102 21 127 54 37 127 44

157 34 117 63 37 106 61

421 for dis 92 271 228
cretionary
award;
15 for 
cash tender

31 15

118 282 213 ^

1

71 53 51 133 28 44 64 I

1
•

i
1
1
1

46 55 46 94 26 42

t

59
1

Specified 125 97 204 90 90 157

Eighth
( 1982/ 

1983)

North Sea
West Orkney

East Shetland

Forth Approac 
Bristol Channi
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Appendix 2 Drilling activity
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Offshore exploration drilling; exploration wells started in each geographical area

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

East of England 3 5 1 9 9 24 17
East of Scotland 25 23 20 22 19 37 36 45 53 48
East of Shetland 
West of England/

25 24 11 6 7 7 11 9 20 19

Wales 4 4 3 4 1 1 1
West of Shetland 
Channel and SW

1 11 1 3 6 2 3 4 5 8

Approaches 2 3 1 5 9 3

Total all areas 58 67 37 34 32 48 68 77 106 93
••

(B) Offshore appraisal drilling; appraisal wells started in each geographical area

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

East of England 1 — 1 8 17 19 24
East of Scotland 13 20 11 8 13 15 24 18 44 26
East of Shetland 
West of England/

13 17 8 7 8 10 11 13 13 13

Wales 1 1 3 3
West of Shetland 3 1 — 1

Total all areas 28 38 25 15 22 26 43 51 76 64

(C) Offshore development drilling; development wells started in each geographical area

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

East of England 7 7 7 2 4 11 10 18 28
East of Scotland 37 60 35 37 45 39 36 34 37 49
East of Shetland 
West of England/

10 29 54 63 77 94 71 51 51 47

Wales 2 9

Total all areas 54 96 96 102 122 137 118 95 108 133

Mobile rig activity; rig time (in rig years) breakdown by geographical areas

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

East of England 1.5 1.4 0.6 0.5 1.2
East of Scotland 8.4 9.5 9.3 9.6 12.8 16.3
East of Shetland 9.9 10.1 5.9 4.5 6.3 6.5
West of England/ 

Wales 1.0 0.8 1.1 0.2 0.2
West of Shetland 0.4 1.8 1.1 0.4 1.5 0.4

1982 1983 1984 1985

Channel and SW 
Approaches

Total all areas 21.2 23.6 18.1 16.1 20.6 24.6 30.1 34.2 49.0 51.7
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Onshore drilling
Number of exploration and appraisal/development wells
drilled each year

Exp lo ra tion  W e lls

Development W e lls

A p p ra isa l W e lls

1976 77 7 1

O nsho re  d rillin g ; num ber o f w e lls  d r ille d
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A review of all onshore hydrocarbon wells was completed in 1985. The types of wells drilled are 
divided into three categories: exploration, appraisal and development.

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Exploration 5 3 1 2 8 16 10 13 25 36
Appraisal 0 1 0 0 2 3 4 6 12 7
Development 0 2 8 2 11 7 2 2 4 24

Totals 5 6 9 4 21 26 16 21 41 67

NB. The year in which a well is drilled is determined by its start date
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Onshore drilling
Rig activity

f

O n s h o r e  d r i l l i n g ;  r i g  a c t i v i t y  i n  r i g  y e a r s

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Activity (rig years) 0.6 0.7 1.1 1.1 2.6 3.9 2.2 2.6 5.7 7

[ j -

—

Il

Field
B lock a f
well nun

WEST SOLE
VIKING
LEMAN BANK

49/17-1
49/26-1

Ann
indefatigable

49/06-1
49/18-1

HEWETT 48/29-1
48/22-1

Scram 53/04-1
48/21 1
44/23-1

BOUGH 47/08-1
NORTH SEAN 
YARE

49/25-1

GORDON
49/28
43/20
41/24a-

MONTROSE 
SOUTH SEAN 
FORBES

41/25a-
22/18
49/25
43/08

South Valiant 
'^O'th Valiant
fORTIES
viking
auk

47/13
49/21
44/16
21/10
49/16
30/16

brent
ARGYLL
fRlGG
Lomond
VICTOR
beryl a

30/02
211/29
30/24
10/01
23/21
49/22

SOUTH
3/13-1
30/13.;
211/26-

l‘
^̂ ubeen

211/18-
2̂/l4a.

I J nlin
Thistle

’3/17-1
16/29-1
;;/i 5-2

1/23. 
?’1/18. 
2 / 1 4a 1
<

2̂/28.̂

7:

M •

f.

■A

'  /



Appendix 3 Significant* offshore hydrocarbon

name

WEST SOLE 
VIKING
LEMAN BANK
Ann
INDEFATIGABLE
HEWETT

Scram

ROUGH
NORTH SEAN 
YARE
GORDON

MONTROSE 
SOUTH SEAN 
FORBES

South Valiant 
North Valiant 
FORTIES 
VIKING 
AUK

BRENT
ARGYLL
FRIGG
Lomond
VICTOR
BERYL A

SOUTH
CORMORANT

DEVERON
Amethyst
PIPER
MAUREEN

DUNLIN
THISTLE

HUTTON
HEATHER
THAMES

t  /  *  / *

discoveries announced by the end
December 1985 in discovery date

order

Block and
well number

Licence Licence Operator at
end of 1985

Date Type Category‘s* Area‘s*
number round discovered

48/06-1 P.001 1 BP December 1965 Gas FIP SNSB
49/17-1 P.033 1 Conoco December 1965 Gas FIP SNSB
49/26-1 P.007 1 Shell April 1966 Gas FIP SNSB
49/06-1 P.028 1 Phillips May 1966 Gas SD SNSB
49/18-1 P.016 1 Amoco June 1966 Gas FIP SNSB
48/29-1 P.037 1 Arco October 1966 Gas FIP SNSB
48/22-1'®* P.005 1 Britoil November 1966 Oil SD SNSB
53/04-1 P.039 1 Arco July 1967 Gas SD SNSB
48/21-1 P.047 1 Lasmo August 1967 Gas & Cond. SD SNSB
44/23-1 P.003'** 1 Texas Gas January 1968 Gas SD SNSB
47/08-1 P.030'®* 1 BGC May 1968 Gas FIP SNSB
49/25-1 P.054 2 Shell April 1969 Gas FUD SNSB
49/28-3 P.037 1 Arco May 1969 Gas FUD SNSB
43/20-1 P.002 1 Hamilton June 1969 Gas FUD SNSB
41/24a-1 P.034 1 Total September 1969 Gas SD SNSB
41/25a-1'®* P.039 1 Total September 1969 Gas SD SNSB
22/18-1 P.020 1 Amoco December 1969 Oil FIP CNSB
49/25-2 P.054 2 Shell January 1970 Gas FUD SNSB
43/08-1 P.048 1 Hamilton January 1970 Gas FUD SNSB
47/13-1 P.050 1 Conoco April 1970 Gas SD SNSB
49/21-2 P.039 1 Conoco July 1970 Gas SD SNSB
44/16-2 P.033 1 Conoco November 1970 Gas SD SNSB
21/10-1 P.246 2 BP November 1970 Oil FIP CNSB
49/16-3 P.033 1 Conoco January 1971 Gas FIP SNSB
30/16-1 P.116 3 Shell February 1971 Oil FIP CNSB
30/02-1 P.098 3 Britoil June 1971 Condensate SD CNSB
211/29-1 P.117 3 Shell July 1971 Oil FIP ESB
30/24-2 P.073 2 Hamilton August 1971 Oil FIP CNSB
10/01-1A P.118 3 Total May 1972 Gas FIP ESB
23/21-1 P.101 3 Amoco May 1972 Condensate SD CNSB
49/22-2 P.025 1 Conoco May 1972 Gas FIP SNSB
9/13-1 P.139 4 Mobil September 1972 Oil FIP ESB
30/13-2 P.079 2 Phillips September 1972 Oil SD CNSB
211/26-1 P.232 4 Shell September 1972 Oil FIP ESB

211/18-1 P.236 4 Britoil September 1972 Oil FIP ESB
47/14a-1 P.005 1 Britoil October 1972 Gas SD SNSB
15/17-1A P.220 4 Occidental January 1973 Oil FIP MFB16/29-1 P.110 3 Phillips February 1973 Oil FIP ESB47/15-2 P.133 4 Amoco March 1973 Gas SD SNSB211/23-1 P.232 4 Shell July 1973 Oil FIP ESB211/18-2 P.236 4 Britoil July 1973 Oil FIP ESB3/14a-1 P.090 2 Total November 1973 Oil SD ESB211/28-1A P.204 4 Conoco December 1973 Oil FIP ESB2/05-1 P.242 4 Unocal December 1973 Oil FIP ESB49/28-4 P.037 1 Arco December 1973 Gas FUD SNSB
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Field<̂ >
name

North West Dunlin
NINIAN
CLAYMORE
Andrew
Bruce
MAGNUS
BUCHAN
NORTH

CORMORANT

MORECAMBE

TARTAN
Mabel
STATFJORD
Petronella

NORTH WEST 
HUTTON

Crawford
BERYL B (North) 
TERN
NORTH BRAE

SCAPA

BALMORAL 
West I rae

MURCHISON 
NORTH ALWYN

IVANHOE

FULMAR

Audrey

HIGHLANDER

EIDER
Columba

*

h:

«<

(Appendix 3 contd.) Block an
Block and 
well number

Licence
number

Licence
round

Operator at 
end of 1985

Date
discovered

Type Categorŷ *̂ Areâ ’̂

211/23-3 P.296 4 Shell February 1974 Oil SD ESB
3/03-1 P.202 4 Chevron April 1974 Oil FIP ESB
14/19-2 P.249 4 Occidental June 1974 Oil FIP MFB
16/28-1 P.092 3 BP June 1974 Oil & Cond. SD ESB
9/08-1 P.209 4 Hamilton July 1974 Condensate SD ESB
211/12-1 P.193 4 BP July 1974 Oil FIP ESB
21/01-1 P.241 4 BP August 1974 Oil FIP MFB
211/21-2 P.232 4 Shell August 1974 Oil FIP ESB

9/13-4 P.139 4 Mobil August 1974 Oil & Cond. SD ESB
211/18-6 P.236 4 Britoil August 1974 Oil SD ESB
110/02-1 P.153 4 Hydro

carbons GB
September 1974 Gas FUD ISB

15/23-1Z P.324 4 Texaco October 1974 Oil SD MFB
211/13-1 P.296 4 Shell November 1974 Condensate SD ESB
2/05-6 P.242 4 Unocal December 1974 Oil SD ESB
15/16-1 P.237 4 Texaco January 1975 Oil FIP MFB
16/29-4 P.110 3 Phillips February 1975 Oil SD ESB
211/24-4 P.104 3 Conoco February 1975 Oil FIP ESB
14/20-1 P.324 4 Texaco February 1975 Oil SD MFB
3/04-4 P.119 3 Texaco March 1975 Oil SD ESB
211/27-3 P.184 4 Amoco April 1975 Oil FIP ESB

9/28-2 P.209 4 Hamilton April 1975 Oil SD ESB
9/13-7 P.139 4 Mobil May 1975 Oil FUD ESB
210/25-1 P.296 4 Shell May 1975 Oil FUD ESB
16/07-1 P.108 3 Marathon May 1975 Condensate FUD ESB
21/02-1 P.244 4 Union Texas June 1975 Oil SD CNSB
3/02-1 P.204 4 Conoco June 1975 Oil SD ESB
211/13-2 P.296 4 Shell July 1975 Oil SD ESB
14/19-9 P.250 4 Occidental July 1975 Oil FIP MFB
211/26-4 P.296 4 Shell August 1975 Oil SD ESB
3/04-6 P.119 3 Texaco August 1975 Oil SD ESB
16/21-1 P.201 4 British Sun August 1975 Oil FUD MFB
16/07-2 P.108 3 Marathon August 1975 Oil SD ESB
15/30-1 P.103 3 Conoco September 1975 Condensate SD MFB
211/18-9 P.236 4 Britoil September 1975 Oil SD ESB
211/19-2 P.104 3 Conoco September 1975 Oil FIP ESB
3/09a-1 P.090 2 Total October 1975 Oil FUD ESB
15/13-2 P.198 4 BP October 1975 Oil SD MFB
15/21-3 P.218 4 Amerada October 1975 Oil FUD MFB
211/13-3 P.296 4 Shell December 1975 Oil SD ESB
30/16-6 P.256 3 Shell December 1975 Oil FIP CNSB
21/02-2 P.244 4 Union Texas December 1975 Condensate SD CNSB
23/27-3 P.114 3 Ranger March 1976 Oil SD CNSB
49/1 la-1 P.028 1 Phillips March 1976 Gas SD SNSB
23/26a-1 P.057 2 BP April 1976 Oil SD CNSB
15/27-1 P.226 4 Phillips April 1976 Oil SD MFB
14/20-5 P.324 4 Texaco April 1 976 Oil FIP MFB
9/19-2 P.103 3 Conoco May 1976 Oil & Cond. SD ESB
211/27-6 P.184 4 Amoco May 1976 Oil FIP ESB
211/16-2 P.296 4 Shell May 1976 Oil FUD ESB
3/07-1 P.203 4 Chevron June 1976 Oil SD ESB
14/20-6A P.324 4 Texaco June 1 976 Oil SD MFB

well nufT

J
S s

^  ^ .

•  V|

•• - i
i

r

jjni/Tlieln'S

BEATRICE

• I

East Gannet

CLYDE

^orth Gannet

East Brae

DUNCAN

49/29-2
16/17-1
211/18-'
11/30-1

211/18-
211/19-'
16/22-2

SOUTH BRAE 1®/97a-
206/08-

15/23-4
3/14a-4
9/13-18
16/26-2
210/15-
22/21■:
14/18-1
2/1Oa-̂
30/17b
3/28a-;
21/24-
29/3a-:
9/18a-:
30/17b
16/17-
9/19-5,
21/25-
2/05-11
16/28-
21/25-:

a

>a
la



SD ESB
SD ESB
FUO ISB

SD MFB
SD ESB
SD ESB
FIP MFB
SD ESB
FIP
SD

ESB
MFB

SD ESB
FIP ESB

SD ESB
FUD ESB
FUD ESB
FUD
SD

ESB
CNSB

SD ESB
SD
FIP

ESB
MFB

SD ESB
SD
FUD

ESB
MFB

SD
SD

ESB
MFB

SD
ESB

FIP
ESB

FUD
SD
pUD

ESB
MFB
MFB

SD
FIP
SD
SD
SD

esb
CNSB
CNSB
cnsb
snsb
cnsb

SD
SD
FIP

MFB
m fb

SD
FIP
FUD
SD

esb
esb
esb
ESB
Mpe

SD

Field<'»
name

Block and 
well number

Licence
number

Licence
round

Operator at 
end of 198

49/29-2 P.105 3 Mobil
Toni/Thelma 16/17-1 P.225 4 Phillips

211/18-12 P.236 4 Britoil
BEATRICE 11/30-1 P.187 4 Britoil

3/07-2 P.203 4 Chevron
Don 211/18-13 P.236 4 Britoil

211/19-6 P.104 3 Conoco
16/22-2 P.240 4 Total

SOUTH BRAE 16/07a-8 P.108 3 Marathon
Clair 206/08-1A P.165 4 BP

3/29-2 P.198 4 BP
Galley 15/23-4 P.324 4 Occidental

3/14a-4 P.090 2 Total
9/13-18 P.139 4 Mobil
16/26-2 P.213 4 Gulf
210/15-2 P.226 4 Phillips

East Gannet 22/21-3 P.013 1 Shell
14/18-1 P.263 5 Occidental
2/10a-4 P.234 4 Chevron

CLYDE 30/17b-2 P.266 5 Britoil
Bressay 3/28a-2 P.234 4 Chevron

21/24-1 P.021 1 Texaco
29/3a-2 P.012 1 Shell
9/18a-3A P.103 3 Conoco
30/17b-5 P.266 5 Britoil

Tiffany 16/17-8A P.225 4 Phillips
9/19-5A P.103 3 Conoco

North Gannet 21/25-1 P.013 1 Shell
2/05-10 P.242 4 Unocal

CYRUS 16/28-4 P.092 3 BP
West Gannet 21/25-2 P.013 1 Shell
Stirling 16/21a-2 P.201 4 British Sun
North East Brae 16/03a-1 P.108 3 Marathon

22/05a-1A P.066 2 Amoco
DUNCAN 30/24-15 P.073 2 Hamilton

30/12b-2 P.185 4 Amoco
21/19-1A P.238 4 Shell

Ettrick 20/02-1 P.317 6 Britoil
Joanne 30/07a-1 P.032 1 Phillips

9/09b-2 P.276 5 BP
3/14a-7 P.090 2 Total
21/15a-2 P.120 3 Britoil
29/05a-1 P.188 4 Arco

Kittiwake 21/18-2 P.351 7 Shell
3/04-8 P.119 3 Texaco

Emerald 2/15-1 P.327 7 Chevron
13/29-1 P.307 6 Ultramar
21/23b-1 P-353 7 Shell
211/23-7 P.258 4 Shell
22/1Oa-2 P.066 2 Amoco

South Piper 15/17-9 P.220 4 Occidental
South Gannet 21/30-4 P.013 1 Shell
ESMOND 43/13a-1 P.002 1 Hamilton

113/26-1 P.287 5 Hydro
carbons

AV

Date
discovered
June 1976
July 1976 
July 1976 
September 1976 
November 1976
January 1977
January 1977
May 1977
July 1977
July 1977
August 1977 
August 1977 
August 1977 
October 1977
October 1977
October 1977
April 1978 
May 1978 
May 1978 
June 1978
September 1978 
November 1978
January 1979 
March 1979
May 1979 
July 1979 
July 1979 
September 1979 
September 1979 
October 1979 
December 1979 
March 1980
April 1980 
October 1980
January 1981 
February 1981 
April 1981 
April 1981 
May 1981 
July 1981 
August 1981 
August 1981 
September 1981 
September 1981 
October 1981 
October 1981 
December 1981
January 1982 
February 1982 
March 1982 
March 1982 
June 1982 
June 1982
August 1982

(Appendix 3 contd.)
Type Categorŷ *̂ Area*̂ ’

Gas SD SNSB
Oil SD ESB
Oil SD ESB
Oil FIP MFB
Oil SD ESB
Oil SD ESB
Oil SD ESB
Oil SD ESB
Oil FIP ESB
Oil SD WSB
Gas SD ESB
Oil SD MFB
Condensate SD ESB
Oil SD ESB
Condensate SD ESB
Oil SD ESB
Oil & Gas SD CNSB
Oil SD MFB
Oil SD ESB
Oil FUD CNSB
Oil SD ESB
Oil SD CNSB
Gas & Cond. SD CNSB
Oil SD ESB
Oil SD CNSB
Oil SD ESB
Gas SD ESB
Oil & Gas SD CNSB
Oil SD ESB
Oil FUD ESB
Oil SD CNSB
Oil SD MFB
Condensate SD ESB
Gas & Cond. SD CNSB
Oil FIP CNSB
Oil SD CNSB
Oil SD CNSB
Oil SD CNSB
Oil SD CNSB
Condensate SD ESB
Oil SD ESB
Oil SD CNSB
Oil & Cond. SD CNSB
Oil SD CNSB
Oil SD ESB
Oil SD ESB
Oil SD MFB
Oil & Gas SD CNSB
Oil SD ESB
Gas & Cond. SD CNSB
Oil SD MFB
Oil SD CNSB
Gas FUD SNSB
Gas SD ISB
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(Appendix 3 contd.)
Field̂ '>
name

Block and 
well number

Licence
number

Licence
round

Operator at 
end of 1985

Date
discovered

Type Category‘s’ Area‘s’

Central Gannet 21/30-6A P.013 1 Shell September 1982 Oil SD CNSB
Drake 22/05b-2 P.356 7 Superior September 1982 Gas & Cond. SD CNSB
Glamis 16/21a-6 P.201 4 British Sun November 1982 Oil SD MFB
Vanguard 49/16-7Z P.033 1 Conoco December 1982 Gas SD SNSB

12/27-1 P.373 7 Burmah January 1983 Gas SD MFB
Clipper 48/19a-2A P.008 1 Shell February 1983 Gas SD SNSB

47/09b-5A P.302 6 BGC February 1983 Gas SD SNSB
Miller 16/07b-20Z P.340 7 BP March 1983 Oil SD ESB

31/26-3 P.288 Sole Amerada March 1983 Oil SD CNSB
INNES 30/24-24 P.073 2 Hamilton April 1983 Oil FIP CNSB
Ravenspurn 42/30-2 P.001 1 BP April 1983 Gas SD SNSB
Cleeton 42/29-2 P.001 1 BP April 1983 Gas SD SNSB
Vulcan 49/21-6 P.039 1 Conoco April 1983 Gas SD SNSB
Barque 48/13a-4 P.008 1 Shell May 1983 Gas SD SNSB
Miller 16/08b-2Z P.341 7 Conoco May 1983 Oil SD ESB

22/05b-3 P.356 7 Superior May 1983 Oil & Gas SD CNSB
BURE 49/28-8 P.037 1 Arco May 1983 Gas FUD SNSB

16/21a-8 P.201 4 British Sun June 1983 Oil SD MFB
49/25a-5 P.054 2 Shell June 1983 Gas SD SNSB
29/9a-1 P.012 1 Shell June 1983 Gas & Cond. SD CNSB
9/08a-8 P.209 4 Hamilton August 1983 Oil SD ESB
48/15a-1 P.130 4 Conoco August 1983 Gas SD SNSB
16/18-1 P.312 7 Mobil September 1983 Condensate SD ESB
9/24b-1A P.338 7 BP September 1983 Condensate SD ESB
30/17b-9 P.266 5 Britoil October 1983 Oil SD CNSB
21/20a-2 P.185 4 Amoco November 1983 Oil SD CNSB
2/10a-6 P.234 4 Chevron December 1983 Oil SD ESB
29/08b-2 P.227 4 Unocal December 1983 Oil SD CNSB
15/22-4 P.185 4 Amoco January 1984 Oil SD MFB
16/13a-2Z P.219 4 Deminex January 1984 Condensate SD ESB
53/04a-5 P.039 1 Arco January 1984 Gas SD SNSB

Marnock 22/24a-2 P.092 3 BP February 1984 Gas & Cond. SD CNSB
22/02-2 P.354 7 Burmah February 1984 Oil SD CNSB
21/24-2 P.021 1 Texaco February 1984 Oil SD CNSB
211/22a-3 P.201 4 British Sun March 1984 Oil SD ESB
30/06-3Z P.011 1 Shell May 1984 Oil SD CNSB

ROB ROY 15/21a-11 P.218 4 Amerada May 1984 Oil FUD MFB
29/02a-2 P.224 4 Conoco June 1984 Gas & Cond. SD CNSB
42/15b-1 P.137 4 Ind Scot Energy June 1984 Gas SD SNSB
9/13a-23 P.139 4 Mobil July 1984 Oil & Gas SD ESB
49/05-2 P.455 8 Ultramar July 1984 Gas SD SNSB
214/30-1 P.303 6 British Gas August 1984 Gas SD WSB
22/19-1 P.357 7 Occidental August 1984 Gas & Cond. SD CNSB
98/11-2 P.406 7 British Gas August 1984 Gas SD ECB
21/30-12 P.013 1 Shell September 1984 Oil SD CNSB
16/03a-4 P.108 3 Marathon September 1984 Oil SD ESB
49/04-1 P.468 8 BP October 1984 Gas SD SNSB
9/09a-6 P.090 2 Total November 1984 Oil SD ESB
44/28-1 P.453 8 Shell November 1984 Gas SD SNSB
16/08a-4 P.295 3 Shell December 1984 Oil SD ESB
44/21-2 P.450 8 BP December 1984 Gas SD SNSB
48/11b-4 P.460 8 Conoco December 1984 Gas SD SNSB
16/26-5 P.213 4 Chevron December 1984 Oil SD MFB
44/23-4 P.452 8 Texas Gas February 1985 Gas SD SNSB
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(Appendix 3 contd.)
I2<

CNSB

CNSB

Field'̂  ̂ Block and Licence Licence Operator at Date Type Category'̂ ^ Area‘s*
name well number number round end of 1985 discovered

15/28b-4 P.339 7 Britoil March 1985 Oil SD MFB
29/8a-3 P.012 1 Shell April 1985 Oil SD CNSB
4/26-1A P.229 4 Ranger June 1985 Gas SD ESB
9/13b-25 P.337 7 Mobil June 1985 Oil & Gas SD ESB
3/8b-10 P.329 7 BP July 1985 Oil SD ESB
16/23-4 P.103 3 Conoco July 1985 Oil SD MFB
44/22-3 P.451 8 Conoco August 1985 Gas SD SNSB
30/7a-4A P.032 1 Phillips August 1985 Oil, Gas, Cond. SD CNSB
21/24-3 P.021 1 Texaco August 1985 Oil & Gas SD CNSB
29/9b-2 P.227 4 Premier September 1985 Oil SD CNSB
15/17-13 P.250 4 Occidental September 1985 Oil SD MFB
21/18-6 P.229 4 Shell September 1985 Oil SD CNSB
30/18-3 P.073 2 Tenneco October 1985 Oil & Gas SD CNSB
16/12a-8 P.212 4 Occidental October 1985 Oil & Gas SD MFB
3/4a-9 P.119 3 Texaco November 1985 Oil SD ESB
3/4a-10 P.119 3 Texaco November 1985 Oil, Gas, Cond. SD ESB
16/13a-3 P.219 4 Britoil November 1985 Oil SD MFB
21/3a-4 P.118 3 Total December 1985 Gas 8t Cond. SD CNSB
9/13b-26 P.337 7 Mobil December 1985 Oil SD ESB
48/19b-7 P.128 4 Ranger December 1985 Gas SD SNSB
16/6a-2 P.205 4 Conoco December 1985 Oil SD MFB
30/1 c-3 P.363 7 BP December 1985 Gas & Cond. SD CNSB
48/14-2 P.008 1 Shell December 1985 Gas SD SNSB
48/20a-3 P.008 1 Shell December 1985 Gas SD SNSB

* The description 'significant' generally refers to the flow rates achieved in well tests and does not necessarily indicate the
potential commerciality of the discovery.

''' Fields In production or under development are shown in capital letters.
FIP, Fields in Production; FUD, Fields Under Development; SD, Significant Discovery.
ESB, East Shetland Basin; WSB, West Shetland Basin; MFB, Moray Firth Basin; CNSB, Central North Sea Basin; SNSB,
Southern North Sea Basin; ISB, Irish Sea Basin; ECB, English Channel Basin.

*** Licence relinquished.
Block relinquished.
P.030 now applies to Block 47/08a operated by Amoco. The Rough field operated by BGC is Block 47/08b, licence P.323.
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Appendix Appraisal drilling on significant

Field
name

South Alwyn

Bruce

Petronella

South Piper

Ivanhoe
Rob Roy

North East Brae

Central Brae

Miller

T-block

Glamis

North Gannet 
West Gannet

South Gannet 
Central Gannet 
East Gannet

V
L . /  *

discoveries

Block and
well
number

Licence
number

Operator Type Activity in 1985

3/14a-1 P.090 Total Oil Two successful appraisal wells were drilled.
3/14a-7 P.090 Total Oil Development is being considered.

9/8-1 P.209 Hamilton Gas, Cond. Six appraisal wells were drilled on this complex
9/9b~2
9/9a-6

P.276
P.090

BP
Total

and Oil accumulation, results confirm that the field extends into 
Block 9/9a licensed to Total.

14/20-1 P.294 Texaco Oil One appraisal well was drilled and development options 
are under consideration.

15/17-9
15/17-13 P.220 Occidental Oil Two successful appraisal wells were drilled. 

Development is being considered.

15/21-3 P.218 Amerada Hess Oil A change of operator has delayed progress. A
15/21a-11 P.218 Amerada Hess Oil development plan for Rob Roy and Ivanhoe was 

approved in January 1986.

16/3a-1 P.108 Marathon Gas & Cond. Two appraisal wells were drilled.

16/3a-4 P.108 Marathon Oil One appraisal well was drilled.

16/7-3 P.108 Marathon Oil One appraisal well was drilled.

16/7b-20 P.340 BP Oil One successful appraisal was drilled in 16/7b and two
16/8b-2Z P.341 Conoco Oil in 16/8b. Development options are under consideration.

16/8a-4 P.295 Shell Oil & Cond. One appraisal well was drilled.

16/17-1
16/17-8a

P.225 Phillips Oil One appraisal well was completed. Discussions over a 
change of operator have delayed progress.

16/21a-6
16/21a-8

P.201 British Sun Oil Two appraisal wells were drilled.

21/24-2 P.021 Texaco Oil One appraisal well was drilled.
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 ̂ P.013 Shell Development discussions proceeded slowly.
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Field
name

Joanne

Ravenspurn

Amethyst

West Sole (N)

Clipper

Audrey

North Valiant

Vanguard

South Valiant

Vulcan

Clair

North West
Dunlin

-
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(Appendix 5 cent.)
Block and Licence Operator 
well number

Type Activity in 1985

number

29/5a-1 P.188 Arco Oil & Cond. One appraisal well was drilled.

30/7a-1 P.032 Phillips One appraisal well was drilled.

42/30-1
43/26

P.001
P.380 Hamilton

Further appraisal drilling continued. A development 
programme is under consideration.

47/14a-1 P.005 Britoil Gas Further appraisal drilling continued on the field.

48/6-25 P.001 Gas Further delineation of the northern extent was carried
out by an appraisal well.

48/19a-2A P.008 Shell Gas A successful appraisal well has been drilled.

49/1 la-1 
48/15a

P.028
P.130

Phillips
Conoco

A successful appraisal well has been drilled. A
development programme Is under consideration.

49/16-2
48/20

P.033
P.008

Conoco
Shell Gas Two appraisal wells were drilled.

49/16-7Z P.033 Conoco Gas

49/21-2 P.039 Conoco Gas

49/21-6
48/25b

P.039
P.130

Conoco
Conoco

Development programmes for these fields were approved 
in February 1986.

206/8-1 P.165 One appraisal well was drilled.

211/23-6 P.296 Shell Two appraisal wells were drilled.

211/26-4 P.296 Shell An appraisal well was begun, but suspended above its
target.
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Appendix 6 Oil production

Total
from
1975 to 1980 
end 1979

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Cumula
tive total 
from 1975 
(million 
tonnes)

Offshore fields*^’

Argyll 3.9 0.8 0.5 1.0 0.7 0.4 0.4 7.7
Auk 5.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.5 9.2

Beatrice 0.2 1.6 1.5 2.2 2.5 8.1
Beryl 10.7 5.4 4.7 4.4 3.8 4.3 4.9 38.2
S Brae 1.0 3.9 4.1 9.1
Brent 14.0 6.8 11.1 15.2 18.7 20.0 20.0 105.6
Buchan 0.9 1.4 1.6 1.1 0.9 5.9
Claymore 7.3 4.4 4.5 4.8 4.7 5.0 4.3 35.2
N Cormorant 1.3 2.1 4.4 5.0 12.9
S Cormorant 1.1 0.7 0.9 1.5 1.7 2.0 7.9
Deveron 0.12 0.1 0.3 0.5
Duncan — 0.1 0.6 0.7 1.3
Dunlin 6.4 5.2 4.7 3.9 3.5 3.1 2.5 29.2
Forties 78.3 24.6 22.8 22.2 21.7 20.3 18.4 208.3
Fulmar 2.6 5.7 6.0 5.2 19.5
Heather 0.9 0.7 1.2 1.7 1.3 1.2 1.1 8.2
Highlander — 1.0 1.0
Hutton 1.3 2.8 4.0
North West Hutton 1.9 2.4 2.2 6.6
Innes — 0.2 0.2
Magnus — 1.5 5.6 6.0 13.2
Maureen — — — 0.8 3.8 3.8 8.4
Montrose 3.4 1.2 1.1 0.9 0.7 0.8 0.6 8.7
Murchison (UK) 0.4 3.1 4.4 4.5 2.9 3.1 18.4
Ninian 7.7 11.4 14.3 15.0 13.7 11.6 10.9 84.6
Piper 34.1 10.4 9.8 9.8 9.6 8.9 9.0 91.5
Scapa —

— — 0.2 0.2
Statfjord (UK) — 0.5 1.2 1.8 3.0 3.5 4.5 14.6
Tartan 0.7 0.6 1.1 1.2 1.2 4.8
Thistle 6.5 5.3 5.5 6.0 5.1 4.2 3.6 36.2
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(Appendix 6 cont.)

Total 
from 
1975 to 
end 1979

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Cumula
tive total 
from 1975 
(million 
tonnes)

Total stabilised 

crude oil from 

offshore fields*^^

179.3 78.7 87.7 100.1 110.5 120.8 122.0 799.1

Stabilised crude 

oil from
onshore fields*^^

0.5 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 1.8

Liquefied 

products from 

oil and gas 

fields

Condensate*^’ 2.0 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.7 5.1

Heavier natural 

gases***’ 1.9 1.1 1.2 2.4 3.5 4.1 4.4 18.8

Total production 183.7 80.5 89.5 103.2 114.9 125.9 127.5 824.7

(1)

(2)

( 3 )

All figures are rounded to the nearest 100,000 tonnes except where start-up occurred late in the 
year (Ninian in 1978, South Cormorant and Statfjord (UK) in 1979). This rounding has created 
some discrepancies between individual annual field figures and the totals of both UKCS 
production and of cumulative production for each field.
Includes the condensate and residual dissolved gases present in the disposal of stabilised crude by 
the industry, Wytch Farm is the major onshore producer.
A mixture of pentane and higher hydrocarbons which arise mainly from the processing of natural
gas.

(4)

(5)

Ethane, propane and butane produced in the treatment of liquid or gaseous hydrocarbons at 
pipeline terminals.
Argyll, Auk, Beryl A, Brent, Claymore, Duncan, Dunlin, Deveron, Heather, Innes, Montrose, 
Murchison, Ninian, Piper, Scapa and Thistle have short term production consents. The other fields 
have development programme approval or long-term consents.
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Appendix 7 Gross gas production

Million cubic metres

Total to
end
1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Cumula
tive total to 
end 1985

West Sole 21,052 1,445 1,455 1,512
N

1,719 1,899 1,771 30,853

Leman 140,861 9,482 13,207 11,675 11,985 9,376 10,943 207,529

Hewett Area 60,097 6,568 5,048 4,108 3,851 3,631 3,412 86,715

Indefatigable 46,612 6,878 5,613 5,720 4,700 5,590 5,323 80,436

Victor 472 1,485 1,957

Viking Area 37,276 4,689 3,307 4,381 3,413 3,197 3,448 59,711
Rough 3,521 467 99 101 27 55 93 4,363
South Morecambe 91 91

Esmond — 591 591
Forbes — — 107 107
Gordon — 177 177
Frigĝ *̂̂ ^̂ 8,690 6,398 6,790 6,087 6,063 6,167 6,240 46,435
Piper/Tartan Area*^’*̂ ^ 672 523 569 667 848 796 786 4,861
FLAGS*''^ 2,144 4,277 5,271 6,139 17,831
Other^^^ 926 866 1,098 1,437 1,807 2,066 2,331 10,531

Total Offshore 319,707 37,316 37,186 37,832 38,690 38,520 42,936 552,187

Total Onshore^*^ 16 4 6 9 10 9 10 64

Total Productions^’ 319,723 37,320 37,192 37,841 38,700 38,529 42,947 552,252
of which
a) Utilities use
b) Net Production*®’

2,578
317,145

1,318
36,002

1,640
35,552

2,063
35,778

2,488
36,212

2,755
35,774

3,220
39,727

16,062
536,190

(5)

UK share only.
Yearly production figures have been revised since the 1985 Brown Book to take account of more
accurate information on the allocation of production between operators using the Frigg Pipeline 
System.
Associated gas used offshore or delivered to land via the Frigg pipeline system.
Associated gas delivered to land via FLAGS from Brent, North and South Cormorant, North West 
Hutton, Ninian, Magnus, Murchison (UK), Thistle and Statfjord (UK).
Associated gas, mainly methane, produced and used on Northern Basin oil production platforms 
and at onshore terminals.
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Appendix 9 Gas flaring at oil
terminals and producing
offshore oil fields

Field Average gas flaring 
rate in 1985 in million

Remarks

cubic metres a day
(figures for million 
cubic feet a day In
brackets)

Oil terminals

Flotta 0 .05(1 .7) Significant reduction in flaring compared with 1984, 
despite some increase in oil receipts

Sullom Voe 0.45(15.7) Slight reduction in flaring compared with 1984 despite 
some increase in oil receipts.

Producing oil fields

Argyll 0 .08(2 .7) Small isolated field — no alternative economic outlet
for gas.

Auk 0.04(1 .6) Small isolated field — no alternative economic outlet
for gas.

Beatrice 0.05(1 .6) Small amounts flared offshore and at Nigg.

Beryl 0 .58(20.4) High gas reinjection efficiency. Gas is re-injected into
reservoir for later recovery.

South Brae 0.42 (14.8) Gas is being reinjected for later use at North Brae.

Brent 0.56(19.8) Gas transported via FLAGS. NGLs injected into oil
pipeline to Sullom Voe.

Buchan 0.14(4.9) Small isolated field — no alternative economic outlet for 
gas. Some NGLs will be transported via the Buchan- 
Forties pipeline when it is commissioned in 1987.

Claymore 0.01 (0.3) Small amount flared — no surplus gas.

North Cormorant 0.05(1.8) Gas transported via Western Leg and FLAGS. NGLs
injected into oil pipeline to Sullom Voe.

South Cormorant 0.12(4.2) Gas transported via Western Leg and FLAGS. NGLs
injected into oil pipeline to Sullom Voe.

Deveron 0 .0 0 ( 0 ) All gas used as fuel on nearby Thistle platform.
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(Appendix 9 contd.) i f

Field

spared with 1984,

d w ith  1984 despite

! econom ic outlet

j econom ic outlet

at Nigg
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Average gas flaring 
rate in 1985 in million

Remarks

cubic metres a day
(figures for million
cubic feet a day in
brackets)

Duncan

Dunlin

Forties

Fulmar

Heather

Highlander

Hutton

North West Hutton

Innes

Magnus

Maureen

Montrose

Murchison

Ninian

Piper

Scapa

Statfjord

Tartan

Thistle

0.16(5.6)

0.09(3.1)

1.32 (46.7)

0.17(6.0)

0.17(5.9)

0.00(0.0)

0.08(3.0)

0.13(4.6)

0.16(5.7)

0.17(6.1)

0.78(27.4)

0.19(6.9)

0.14(4.9)

0.26(9.3)

0.32(11.1)

0.00 (0 .0 )

0.12(4.3)

0.22(7.7)

0.13(4.5)

Small isolated field —  no alternative economic outlet
for gas.

NGLs injected into oil pipeline to Sullom Voe.

NGLs injected into pipeline to Cruden Bay.

Gas injected into reservoir until gas pipeline is available

All dry gas not used is flared —  no alternative outlet.

Gas used in gas lift, or as fuel gas on nearby Tartan 
platform

All dry gas not used is flared —  no alternative outlet.

Gas transported via Western Leg and FLAGS. NGLs
injected into oil pipeline to Sullom Voe.

Small isolated field —  no alternative economic outlet for
gas.

Gas transported via Northern Leg and FLAGS. NGLs 
injected into crude and transported via Ninian System 
to Sullom Voe.
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Isolated field —  no alternative economic outlet for gas.
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, '  *AT • .Isolated field —  no alternative economic outlet for gas. 
Some NGLs transported via Montrose-Forties pipeline.
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Gas transported via Northern Leg and FLAGS. NGLs 
injected into oil pipeline to Sullom Voe. V  * '  • V  • .
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NGLs transported via Sullom Voe and gas via Western 
Leg and FLAGS.

^ j
. .

Gas transported via Frigg system to St Fergus.

All gas used as fuel on nearby Claymore platform.

UK share of gas transported via Northern Leg and FLAGS

Gas transported through Piper/Claymore/Frigg system.

Gas transported via Northern Leg and FLAGS. NGLs 
injected into oil pipeline to Sullom Voe.
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Appendix 10 production platforms

• 4

Field Operator Platform Contractor Site Platform Installation
type date

PLATFORMS INSTALLED

North Alwyn Total RGC Offshore Methil Steel May 1985
(NAA)

Argyll/ Hamilton Converted by Peterhead Cromarty Converted Dec 1984
Duncan Engineering Firth Drilling

Rig
Auk Shell Redpath Dorman Long Methil Steel July 1974
Beatrice A Britoil Dragados y Construcciones Almeria,

Spain
Steel Sept 1979

Dragados y Construcciones Almeria,
Spain

Steel June 1980

Beatrice B Britoil RGC Offshore Methil Steel June 1983

Beryl A Mobil Norwegian Contractors Stavanger, Concrete July 1975
Norway

Beryl B Mobil Redpath de Groot Caledonian Methil Steel May 1983

Brae A Marathon McDermott Scotland Ardersier Steel April 1982
Brent A Shell Redpath Dorman Long Methil Steel May 1976

B Shell Norwegian Contractors Stavanger, Concrete August 1975
Norway

C Shell McAlpine/Sea Tank Ardyne Concrete June 1978
Point

D Shell Norwegian Contractors Stavanger, Concrete July 1976
Norway

Buchan BP Conversion by Lewis Offshore Stornoway Converted
Drilling
Rig

Sept 1980

Claymore Occidental Union Industrielle et d'Enterprise Cherbourg, Steel July 1976
France

Clyde Britoil McDermott Scotland Ardersier Steel July 1985

North Shell J Redpath de Groot Caledonian Methil 1̂
Cormorant \ Union Industrielle et d'Enterprise Cherbourg, > Steel April 1981

France I1

South Shell McAlpine/Sea Tank Ardyne Concrete May 1978
Cormorant Point

V i

Fortie

Hutto

Innes
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Installation

May 1985

ivened Dec 1984

Ju ly  1974
Sept 1979

June 1980

June 1983

July 1975

May 1983
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(Appendix 10 contd.)

Field Operator Platform Contractor Site Platform Installation
type date

Dunlin Shell

Forties FA BP
FB BP
FC BP
FD BP

Fulmar Shell
(well-head
jacket)
(platform)

Heather Unocal

Hutton Conoco

North West Amoco
Hutton
Innes Hamilton

Magnus BP

Maureen Phillips

Montrose Amoco

Murchison Conoco
Ninian Chevron

Central Chevron
North Chevron
South Chevron

Piper Occidental

Tartan Texaco

Thistle Britoil

Andoc Rotterdam,
Holland

Concrete July 1977

Laing Offshore 
Laing Offshore

Teesside Steel June 1974
Teesside June 1975

Highlands Fabricators 
Highlands Fabricators 
Redpath de Groot Caledonian

Nigg Bay 
Nigg Bay 
Methil

August 1974 
June 1975
July 1979

Highlands Fabricators 
McDermott Scotland

Nigg Bay 
Ardersier

June 1980
May 1977

Highlands Fabricators 
McDermott Scotland

Nigg Bay 
Ardersier Steel Sept 1984

McDermott Scotland Ardersier Steel Sept 1981

Converted by Peterhead
Engineering

Cromarty
Firth

Converted Dec 1984

Highlands Fabricators Nigg Bay
Drilling Rig
Steel April 1982

Ayrshire Marine Constructors 
HDN Offshore Structures

Hunterston
Loch Steel June 1983

Kishorn
Union Industrielle et d'EnterprIse Le Havre, 

France
Steel August 1975

McDermott Scotland Ardersier Steel August 1979

Howard Doris Loch Kishorn Concrete
Highlands Fabricators 
Highlands Fabricators 
McDermott Scotland

Nigg Bay 
Nigg Bay 
Ardersier

Steel
Steel

May 1978 
July 1978 
June 1977

Union Industrielle et d'EnterprIse Le Havre, 
France

Steel June 1975

Redpath de Groot Caledonian Methil
Union Industrielle et d'Enterprise Cherbourg,

France
Steel June 1979

Laing Offshore Teesside Steel August 1976

PLATFORMS UNDER CONSTRUCTION AT THE END OF 1985

sept 198°

North Alwyn Total 
(NAB)

RGC Offshore Methil Steel May 1986

Brae B Marathon McDermott Scotland Ardersier Steel April 1987

July 19’°
SE Forties BP Highlands Fabricators Nigg Bay Steel July 1986

July 198°

APUI198' 

Mey 18’°

Cyrus
(SWOPS)

BP Harland and Wolff Belfast Floating
production
facility

March 1988

Balmoral Sun Oil Gotaverken Arendal AB Gothenberg,
Sweden

Floating
production
facility

June 1986

23J
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Appendix 11 Major Offshore Pipelines

90

Rouĝ Easington
Esmond-Bacton
Heiindal-Bf®®
Statfiord-Nl-GB

comssionmiom

Pipelines, from-to Length
(miles)

Diameter
(inches)

Material
conveyed

Operator Year
commissioned

Operating:
West Sole-Easington 42 16 Natural Gas BP 1967
Leman Bank-Bacton 35 30 Natural Gas Sheli/Esso 1968
Hewett-Bacton 20 30 Natural Gas Phillips/Arpet 1969
Leman Bank-Bacton 38 30 Natural Gas Amoco 1969
Leman Bank-Bacton 40 30 Natural Gas Amoco/Shell/Esso 1970
Indefatigable-Leman Bank 25 30 Natural Gas Amoco/Shell/Esso 1971
Viking-Theddlethorpe 86 28 Natural Gas Conoco 1972
Hewett-Bacton 20 30 Natural Gas Phillips/Arpet 1973
Leman Bank-Bacton 36 30 Natural Gas Amoco/Shell/Esso 1973
Rough-Easington 18 16 Natural Gas Amoco 1975
Ekofisk-Teesside 220 34 Crude Oil Phillips 1975
Forties-Cruden Bay 111 32 Crude Oil BP 1975
Piper-Flotta 124 30 Crude Oil Occidental 1976
Frigg-St Fergus No. 1 220 32 Natural Gas Total 1977
Claymore-Piper 8 30 Crude Oil Occidental 1977
South Cormorant-Sullom Voe 93 36 Crude Oil Shell/Esso 1978
Piper-Claymore 22 16 Associated Gas Occidental 1978
Thistle-Dunlin 7 16 Crude Oil Britoil 1978
Heather-Ninian 22 16 Crude Oil Union Oil 1978
Piper-Frigg (MCP-01) 33 18 Associated Gas Occidental 1978
Frigg-St Fergus No. 2 220 32 Natural Gas Total 1978
Ninian-Sullom Voe 105 36 Crude Oil BP 1978
Dunlin-South Cormorant 17 24 Crude Oil Shell 1978
Brent-South Cormorant 22 30 Crude Oil Shell 1979
Murchison-Dunlin 12 16 Crude Oil Conoco 1980
Tartan-Claymore 17 24 Crude Oil Texaco 1980
North Cormorant-Western Leg 14 11 Associated Gas Shell 1980
Ninian-Western Leg 11 11 Associated Gas Chevron 1980
Beatrice-Nigg Bay 49 16 Crude Oil Britoil 1981
West Sole-Easington 44 24 Natural Gas BP 1982
Brent-St Fergus 281 36 Associated Gas Shell 1982
South Cormorant-Brent 25 16 Associated Gas Shell 1982
Thistle-Northern Leg 6 6 Associated Gas Britoil 1982
Tartan-Piper 11 18 Associated Gas Texaco 1983
North Cormorant-South Cormorant 11 20 Crude Oil Shell 1983
Brae-Forties 73 30 Crude Oil Marathon 1983
Magnus-Brent (NLGP) 49 20 Associated Gas BP 1983
Magnus-Ninian 57 24 Crude Oil BP 1983
North West Hutton-South Cormorant 8 20 Crude Oil Amoco 1983
Hutton (TLP)-North West Hutton 3 12 Crude Oil Conoco 1984
Montrose-Forties 29 14 Crude Oil Amoco 1984
Victor-Viking 8 16 Natural Gas Conoco 1984

Ciydfr-Fulmar
Clyde-Fulmar 
North A lw yrhFrigg  
North A lw yrt-N in ian
Heather-Western Leg
Balmoral-Brae/Forties
Sean-Bacton
Fulmar-St Fergus

9l
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(Appendix 11 contd.)

commissioned

.sso
sso

Pipelines, from-to Length
(miles)

Diameter
(inches)

Material
conveyed

Operator

Morecambe-Westfield Pt 23 36 Natural Gas BGC 1985
Rough-Easington 18 36 Natural Gas BGC 1985
Esmond-Bacton 126 24 Natural Gas Hamilton Bros 1985
Heimdal-Brae 24 8 Condensate Elf 1985
Statfjord-NLGP 14 12 Associated Gas BP 1985

Awaiting commissioningjunder construction

Clyde-Fulmar 8 16 Crude Oil Britoil
Clyde-Fuimar 8 16 Associated Gas Britoil
North Alwyn-Frigg 70 24 Natural Gas Total
North Alwyn-Ninian 9 12 Crude Oil Total
Heather-Western Leg 4 12 Associated Gas Unionoil
Balmoral-Brae/Forties 9 14 Crude Oil North Sea Sun
Sean-Bacton 66 30 Natural Gas Shell
Fulmar-St Fergus 180 20 Associated Gas Shell

sso
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Appendix 12
Expenditure by operators and other
production licensees upon exploration
development and operating activities

TOTAL EXPLORATION EXPENDITURE” ’

•  *  ■

£ million

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Year

1976 70 70 71 90 301
1977 70 97 103 105 375
1978 65 66 61 69 261
1979 57 49 59 76 241
1980 67 88 109 115 379
1981 90 133 162 166 550
1982 185 218 213 264 880
1983 261 219 253 284 1017
1984 231 338 379 447 1395
1985 366 346 371 388P 1471P

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURE £ million

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Year

Oil fields
1976 12 16 22 31 81
1977 36 39 41 43 159
1978 46 56 66 90 258
1979 80 98 120 128 427
1980 129 162 148 179 618
1981 203 220 250 256 929
1982 244 263 291 342 1140
1983 260 295 311 376 1242
1984 340 378 391 420 1529
1985 456 475 463 487 P 1881 P

Gas fields*'*’’
1976 8 15 12 13 48
1977 8 11 13 16 48
1978 15 18 23 32 89
1979 21 22 23 27 93
1980 26 26 31 25 108
1981 24 30 36 34 124
1982 33 36 46 48 163
1983 44 42 54 36 175
1984 36 50 50 61 197
1985 75 87 80 88 P 329 P

Year P L
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oration,
ivities

£ niillion

01
75
61
41
79
50
50
17
55
71P

f  million

ar

51
59
58
27
18
29
40
42
29
8 1 P

6
8
9
3
8
4
3
6
7

DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURE*^’
(Appendix 12 contd.)

£ million

Total Platform
structures

Modules
and
equipment

Offshore
loading
systems

Pipelines Terminals Development
wells*^’

Other
expenditure

Oil fields
1976 1507 566 570 39 142 71 113 6
1977 1559 462 695 11 65 140 164 22
1978 1690 245 829 15 68 261 255 17
1979 1846 242 840 26 93 279 345 21
1980 2163 282 956 34 93 347 438 13
1981 2491 440 984 39 183 265 570 12
1982 2371 405 1107 26 102 144 566 21
1983 1818 371 811 2 59 27 535 13
1984 Q1 389 106 154 6 2 120 1

Q2 512 182 142 33 3 151 1
Q3 414 96 142 3 28 3 141 1
Q4 487 163 164 37 3 118 1
Year 1802 547 602 4 104 11 530 5

1985 Q1 395 89 144 19 2 141 1
Q2 470 103 202 36 3 124 1
Q3 493 130 208 1 25 3 121 5
Q4 P 468 86 257 1 18 2 102 2
Year P 1826 409 811 2 99 10 488 8

Gas fields*'^’
1976 374 145 82 103 22 22
1977 344 52 65 178 26 23
1978 283 13 51 147 47 25
1979 191 3 77 41 52 18 —

1980 217 5 81 38 91 2
1981 280 40 46 43 138 13
1982 608 130 59 199 181 39
1983 1014 214 404 128 204 63 1
1984 Q1 324 92 121 24 52 34

Q2 310 88 96 73 35 18
Q3 350 88 113 73 48 28 —

Q4 264 55 98 35 46 29 1
Year 1248 323 456 205 181 109 1

1985 Q1 224 66 85 1 38 33
Q2 238 82 65 16 33 42
Q3 243 28 92 26 45 53
Q4 P 249 45 99 24 41 40
Year P 954 220 341 67 157 167 1
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P
( 1)

( 2 )

( 3 )

(4 )

Indicates provisional figures.
Exploration expenditure includes the cost of appraisal wells drilled prior to development approval.
The Frigg gas field was subject to an adjustment of the UK and Norwegian shares effective from 15 April 1977 and the 
Murchison oil field was subject to adjustments in 1979 and 1983, resulting in reimbursement of the UK licensees by the 
Norwegian licensees of a proportion of the expenditure incurred for the development of these fields prior to these dates. These 
settlements have been treated as sales of fixed assets to Norway in the balance of payments and in the capital formation item of 
the National Accounts and in Table 15 but they have not been deducted from the expenditure figures.
Development wells are production wells and appraisal wells drilled after development approval.
Expenditure on gas fields includes that on FLAGS and the other associated gas gathering pipelines and onshore related 
facilities.
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Appendix 13 Accident statistics

Construction

Year Mobile 
drilling 
activity 
(rig years)

Fixed 
platform 
drilling 
activity 
(rig years)

Fixed
platforms^

Estimated 
numbers 
employed on 
installations

Number of fatal 
accidents

Number of serious 
accidents

Installations Vessels Installations Vessels

1976 21.2 9.4 39 9,200 16 1 50 7
1977 23.6 14.9 50 12,100 10 1 35 5
1978 18.1 18.6 55 12,500 0 4 33 7
1979 16.1 21.5 58 10,500 7 3 39 4
1980 20.6 25.2 60 22,000=“ 1 3 42 3
1981 24.6 27.0 64 21,000" 4 2 54 5
1982 30.1 25.0 67 21,500" 11 2 37 2
1983 34.2 24.1 74 28,700" 7 2 41 6
1984 49.1 27.6 84 31,300" 12 1 35 6
1985 51.7 31.5 92 29,000" 7 1 85 18

Boats
Cranes
Domestic

Serious

Construction

 ̂ For the purposes of this Table, 'Fixed platforms' refers to oil and gas platforms which are on location either drilling, producing or 
under construction.

 ̂ The estimated number employed includes construction workers and the personnel of mobile drilling rigs, service vessels, support
barges and survey teams, and is not directly comparable with numbers shown for previous years.

Domestic
Structures'”
Unallocated 12)

'" ' ' ‘‘ ' ’' 's  in thisv»eather,
(2)

the fat
accidents
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(Appendix 13 contd.)
Deaths, serious accidents and dangerous occurrences by activity

Numbef of serious 
accidents

Installations Vessels

50
35
33
39
42
54
37
41
35
85

7
5
7
4 
3
5 
2
6 
6 

18

irther dniling. producing or

IS
service vessels, support

Deaths

76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85

Construction 4 5 3
Drilling 2 2 1 3 3 3 1
Production 3 3
Maintenance 1 4 1 1 7 4
Diving 6 2 2 3 1
Helicopters 1 1
Boats 1 1 2 3 2 2 2 1 1
Cranes 2 2 1 1
Domestic 1
Structures*'* 3
Unallocated*^* 3

Total 17 11 4 10 4 6 13 9 13 8

Serious accidents

76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 80 81 82 83 84 85

Construction 12 4 5 4 2 1 1 5 4 11 4 1 1
Drilling 21 20 10 16 15 24 13 10 6 26 25 23 40 25 19 36
Production 4 2 4 2 3 2 1 3 1 16 11 14 15 21 10 41
Maintenance 4 1 5 13 13 22 11 8 10 26 21 26 31 34 27 19
Diving 2 5 5 1 4 3 7 9 18 19 2 7 8 7 7 18
Helicopters 4 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 4 1
Boats 7 5 7 3 3 5 2 5 6 3 19 22 23 28 26 23
Cranes 3 3 4 3 4 1 3 6 6 8 32 29 50 32 62 52
Domestic 1 1 1 1 6 3 2 2
Structures*'* 2 7 7 11 13
Unallocated*^* 10 3 19 2

Dangerous
Occurrences

Incidents in this category resulted from the failure of part of an installation or from damage to the structure owing to bad 
weather.

Only the fatal accidents in this group have been reclassified under the other headings.
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Appendix 14 production forecasts

The Minister of State for Energy gave the following reply to a Parliamentary Question on 
17 March 1986:

"The latest forecasts for United Kingdom petroleum production in the years 1986 to 1990 
are as follows:-

1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

Million tonnes 
120 -135  
110 -130  
100 -125  
9 0 - 1 2 0  
8 5 - 1 1 5

As in previous years, these forecasts represent a range of levels of possible petroleum 
production for each year. The ranges make allowance for the considerable technical and 
geological uncertainties which influence the rate of oil production from both mature and 
recently developed fields.

— rr----• — ------

The figures comprise stabilised crude oil and natural gas liquids (NGLs). Production of the 
latter has built up rapidly in the last few years as follows:

« %

Million tonnes of NGLs
1981 1.5
1982 2.9
1983 4.1
1984 4.7
1985 5.1 (provisional)

NGLs are expected to account for some 5 million tonnes annually of total petroleum 
production in 1986 to 1990.

Total production in 1985 of stabilised crude and NGLs is estimated to have been 127.5
million tonnes. 1 1
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The atlas on the following pages is the definitive map of the United Kingdom Continental 
Shelf.

Flat copies for display will be available from HMSO at the addresses listed on the reverse 
of the title page.
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Additional field information in Norwegian, Danish and Dutch
\
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the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate, Geological Survey r -  N  ^ *
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Geological Survey • ' *  i
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Licences in N.Ireland are the responsibility of the Department of Economic
Development, Belfast. •  . i
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This annual report to Parliament by 
the Secretary of State for Energy 
describes the development of the oil 
and gas resources of the United 
Kingdom in 1985. It contains the 
Department of Energy’s estimates 
of oil and gas reserves on the UK 
Continental Shelf and facts and 
figures on oil and gas exploration, 
development, production and 
operational activities. It also 
includes financial and economic 
information about the impact of oil 
and gas production on the UK.

A series of useful appendices 
covers specific aspects of oil and 
gas development such as licences 
issued, wells drilled, significant 
discoveries, oil and gas fields in 
production and under development, 
production statistics and 
expenditure by operators.

This publication is essential for 
those needing a comprehensive 
review of the UK oil and gas scene.
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